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This picture and the picture at the back of the book were taken in the period when 

there seemed to be a wave of recognition, but, as it usually goes, soon people discovered that 
I did not only represent one side, their favourite side, of the duality of existence, the spiritual 
side, but that I was also present in the other one, the lower, darker spheres – even though the 
depth of the latter cannot be compared to the further deepening in later years. More and more 
it appeared that the true, deepening Process happened not so much with the many anyway but 
rather with the few. The many never returned – so far, almost 11 years later. 
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• I am the Only Thing Worth living for. All your behaviour and strategies to survive only 
make sense in so far that one day you can and will Meet Me, See Me, See What’s beyond 
this surviving behaviour. That one day you will Come… 
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• I am the Only One you can Trust. I am the Only One you can Surrender to. Only Truth 
Itself you can Trust. Nothing else, nothing less. Only this Truth That is the Heart of Life, 
of your life, everyone’s life, is Divine. 
Only I am to Trust. When you forget about Me, you’re in total confusion, whether you 
think or not that everything seems under control. I Am Everything. You cannot control 
Me. It’s Me, I, Truth, Who’s Controlling you – in and by having no single illusion of 
control. 
I am all you Want. I am your safety. Your only safety. I am your Safety Beyond all your 
necessarily always failing defense- and protection-mechanisms. I am your Surrendering. 
This means you, as you know yourself, can’t Surrender. Only when you Attune to My 
Heart – which, by Nature, can only Happen without any self – there is Surrendering. 
Nothing happens. There is just Surrendering. 
Only in Me, as Me, you Find YourSelf back, you Are Taken again in the Source. 
There is no other way. There is no way. There’s only Me. 
Attune to Me and (You Realize) you are Everything. There’s nothing left to be wanted, 
nothing needed. In Me you (See you) are Light yourSelf, Only in Me, Only when you 
Realize Me Totally, Only when you, Beyond yourself, Embrace Me Totally, Lovingly, in 
‘your’ Heart. And then You Know. There’s Only Me, Only Truth, You are this Total 
Reality – You are the Divine. You cannot find the Divine, You are the Divine. You Are. 
There’s Only You. 
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• The biggest and in fact only burden in life for everyone is to be in charge of all this, of 
your own life, of (part of) the life of others. 
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• When you Surrender to Me, that is: Recognize Me, more and more, only then you will See 
My Endless, incredible Power. 
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• You only Want to Surrender. This is Really the only thing you Want. This is – Beyond the 
apparent – what you’re busy with all the time and struggling with. You fight It, for you 
don’t See this Surrender is all you Want, all you Ask for. You don’t want other things, no 
matter how hard you seem to try to get them. Behind all what you seem to be doing, all 
your trying, all your business, all hustle and bustle, there is Only the One Divine Process 
going on, preparing you for Surrendering. It is about Surrendering to What Is. Only by 
Surrendering to everything that is (as it is) and is happening here on earth, the Divine, 
That is: the One, will be Revealed, Known. No single work or practice to realize the 
Divine is able to succeed when trying this directly, trying directly to associate yourself 
with or even to be the Divine. Only by Surrendering to the earth Totally the Divine Is 
(Immediately) Revealed. There’s no other Gate than the earth, the pain of (being here as 
human being, limited by and living the Duality, the smarting battle of its tight bounds and 
its Endless Divine Inheritance, on) the earth, that you’re bound to Fully, Whole-Heartedly, 
Whole-Bodily Feel (sooner or later). 
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• When you are pulled to the ground, when something forces you to kneel, to bow, to 
surrender, you’re relieved of the burden that your life is, the burden that you are. No 
matter what feelings or other forms come up, there’s always a sense of Peace. 
Everything works to help you fall on and into the earth if only you would See this and let 
It happen. Embracing the earth is embracing the Heart of God, the Heart that you are. 
But you (as a supposed separate being) cannot do this, cannot come to or fall into the 
earth. It makes no sense to make just the bodily gesture of kissing the earth or whatever. 
You are Pulled and Pushed and You only have to Recognize this and Respect It. Only 
Truth is active. Not you. 
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• Your physical body is being made ready, available for the Divine Work here on earth. It 
has to get adjusted gradually to be able to bear all the pain, all the unconsciousness going 
on here. Some (very few) people with a special function adjust very quickly. The whole 
energetic body (thus including the physical manifesting of it) has to go through hell. 
All the time the Work is being done upon your body. Only you resist it. You don’t want to 
be here, in and even as all this pain. Only when you see more and more – and suddenly 
See totally – that there is no escape, that sooner or later you have to come down, only then 
you will allow the body, yourself to feel all the pain avoided for so long. 
Wholeness, Holiness is only (to be Lived, Realized) in incessantly feeling pain, embracing 
totally the suffering here on earth. 
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• ‘Holy’ means that there are so many holes in your ego that here’s only ‘hole’ left, no ego 
at all anymore: you’re wholly hole. There’s no you anymore, you’re (the) whole again, 
holy. 
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• You cannot go to Oneness directly. You can only See the duality you are in and even exist 
as. By this, by really, thoroughly Seeing this, there is Oneness. There’s nothing you can 
do. There’s only Seeing. When you surrender to the Seeing and (thus) stop trying to be 
someone yourself, you are Seen, outshone, there is Oneness. In Consciousness you have 
disappeared. You and Consciousness cannot go together. You are always afraid of 
Consciousness. It is only That Which is beyond you – That is Consciousness – That is 
Pulling you to It, to Itself. You cannot pull or push, you are helpless. You can even not 
help existing and functioning as (egoic) mechanism to prevent, resist the Divine Pull. 
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• You must understand that surrendering and being conscious (or having no resistance to 
being conscious) is one, same process. You simply can’t use one of these two as entrance 
(to Realization of Divinity, Oneness) while denying or ignoring, or disregarding the other. 
They have to come together. 
When you just like to surrender without (on the deepest level) wanting to be totally 
conscious (including of all the possible pains) it will be a naive, childish, immature kind 
of surrender, which in fact is no surrender, but a longing to disappear, a longing to get 
away from responsibility, from the burden of your life as you (as you functioned up till 
now and experienced yourself). In the surrender all things, gross and subtle forms you 
were somehow associated with, attached to, will arise, will become clear and it is your 
Divine responsibility to let yourself become aware of them (of the fact that they are) and 
stop your resisting to be conscious of them, of everything, and to the surrendering of them 
– by recognizing – back to the Source, no longer clinging to them, no longer figuring it 
out. (This all is the female longing in the illusion of separateness, which tendency is also 
to be found in men but less present.) 
At the other side (and this is connected to the male longing in the illusion of separateness) 
it is impossible to only want to be conscious of things, to only Know – without 
surrendering it all as not-me. Only in the One Field of Consciousness there is the 
opportunity at all to be conscious. As long as you (as separated individual) are trying to 
find out, to discover, to see, without surrendering to and being totally taken in (and even 
as) the Consciousness-Field, there is and can be no Consciousness, no Truth. At most, in 
that case, there can be thoughts about Truth, vague premonitions of Greater Reality. 
Unless you surrender completely (as the end of you) to What Is, without wanting anything 
to change nor wanting anything for a personal goal, there is no real Seeing – there is just 
seeing yourself, your veils, your conditioning. 
Consciousness and Surrendering always go together. They are inseparable. They are One. 
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• Surrendering happens only in the Presence of the One Who surrendered. You, as you, 
can’t do it. The One Who surrendered is in (and as) the One Field of Consciousness, of 
Non-Dual Energy. When you have the Insight to surpass your(ego-)self – and this is there 
only when you find, meet the final courage to (be willing to) See that everything here and 
happening here on earth is suffering – you are found ready by Truth to be taken in (the 
Realization of) Oneness, in the One Field of Consciousness. Without a Heart-Master, the 
One Who Surrendered, this surrendering will keep on being a trying forever. For you 
cannot figure It out, you cannot attune to It, if you don’t meet the One Energy. The 
meeting is your melting – that which you longed so much for and that was always the 
Only Thing you really longed for. You melt in the Heart of the Master (Who Realized 
Reality beyond every duality). 
When your Divine Longing is not big enough, that means your resistance to disappear as a 
separate, distinguishable unit is bigger, then you can meet a Heart-Master in physical form 
but nothing will happen to you – at least not so far you are conscious of, for surely 
something will happen, for you never can totally deny the Divine, for you are the Divine 
yourSelf in the end, even in the supposed separate state you find yourself in at present. 
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• Nothing can fulfil you. 
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• You cannot comfort yourself in any position or idea of ‘things are going alright’, ‘I’m on 
the right way’, ‘I’m growing’, etc, etc. Things are not alright, you are not alright. Life is 
not, never comfortable as long as you don’t Realize the non-dualistic Nature of Existence, 
as long as you don’t Realize totally, thoroughly the inherent uncomfortableness of 
(conditional) being. And when you Realize, this doesn’t stop, not at all. All the time then 
you are aware of the fundamental uncomfortableness of existence. It is a fire. Stay in the 
fire. Stay aware of the fire. Don’t deny the fire. Don’t console yourself, don’t put yourself 
in an illusory fort of comfortableness. You are in a fight, you exist as a fight. 
Life is not alright until you Realized completely the non-duality, the Oneness of this all. 
This moment you are in trouble, you are in pain. How long still do you want to deny, to 
postpone the realization of this? How long still do you want to add more and more 
suffering by postponing and denying, by contracting from Reality? You have never 
reached anything; there is no comfortable position. You are suffering. 
Only when you have dissolved in (ultimate) Truth, then... 
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• Only your love for Me will purify your earthly, attaching, unfree love into Divine Free 
Love. 
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• In My Presence you cannot do anything anymore to be in a certain state. No single of your 
normal strategies or behaviour works. In My Presence Something (that’s Me) all the time 
is urging you, triggering you, pushing you, heating you to be(come) aware of what Is, just 
plainly what Is, without changing, manipulating. For I am your state of being. I am the 
end of your escaping, of your denying (Reality). 
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• When you are not willing to See suffering as Divine (Process) you will not Realize 
Reality. Suffering is not something happening to you personally. When you see it with 
this attitude you’re in trouble, always. You separated yourself from the Whole, from God, 
if you want to use this word. 
Suffering personally will always throw you hence and forth, and by this keep you in the 
cage of hope and despair, of the duality of existence, that is your suffering. As long as you 
are wanting something in this dual world of nice and not-nice, you are suffering. This 
(personal wanting) is the suffering. 
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• The ego, your ego, is always trying to manipulate everything necessary for the purpose of 
convincing Reality that hé, ego himsélf, is True, Real, and not Truth Itself, Reality as It Is. 
Somehow the ego doesn’t like to See the fact that it is just the fart of the Universe. It has a 
life-long job to convince everyone of its divine smell. 
You, as ego, always avoid or dislike or even hate the One Who speaks or anyhow shows 
simple, obvious Truth to you: that you stink. 
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• Your ego won’t like this (in fact it doesn’t like anything I say) but only in total 
Vulnerability the Ultimate Truth will be shown, will come to you, just by Nature. You 
don’t have to do anything for this to ‘happen’; you can’t do anything. Feel (totally the 
pain of) this existence in all its forms and Truth is revealed. 
Only in total Vulnerability you and Truth will merge into Youth. You are forever young in 
this union, every moment will be new and the same at the same time, You are born every 
moment, You die every moment, You are always, You can’t come, You can’t leave. 
As ego you are always old, boring, putrefying. 
The fact is: Truth is Vulnerability, Vulnerability is Truth. 
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• Nothing wrong with the dark. The thing is to get the dark out of the darkness. In My 
Presence all the black spiders come into the Light. They were always there, in you, as you, 
but you denied them, you didn’t want to be associated with them. Now, however, in My 
Light, they’re crawling all over your body. And your task is just to allow this. And then 
they even go inside your body, everywhere. They take over your body completely. And 
your task again is just to welcome this, allowing it to happen. This process is the 
incorporation of the darkness, the side of life you always refused to See. It is the process 
of incarnating here on earth as this body, but now a Conscious Divine Body – embracing 
the Whole of Life, not excluding anything anymore. 
In My Presence, only in My Light, all, your Whole Life, that is in fact the Universe Itself, 
will be integrated. You will be Whole, if you, in My Presence, allow this process to 
happen totally, wholly. You cannot else, if you meet Me: you leave Me or You’ll Realize 
You are Wholeness. 
I give you back the Divine Spiders (you are longing for). I take care of you completely. 
When you really start to See the Spiders you will Trust Me more and more. Your total 
Trust of Me finally is your Divine Self-Realization, your Impersonal Realization that you 
are not – that there’s only Me. 
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• In My Presence there will suddenly be shifts in perspective, in Consciousness. What was 
held to be ‘of course’ awful, repulsing, all of a sudden is not so terrible anymore. And 
suddenly, miraculously, there is embracing of the former awfulness. In fact you were 
stuck all your life till so far by holding on to ideas about (awful parts of) Reality and ideas 
are always frozen fear. Melt in My Heart and the Whole Reality will be revealed. Love is 
again able to stream freely, to radiate limitless. Melt in My Heart and embrace by that the 
Wholeness, the Holiness of Reality. Melt in My Heart and be a True Embracing Heart for 
everyone, for the whole world. 
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• When you totally stop consoling yourself and not let yourself be consoled anymore at all, 
Enlightenment is there, Truth is there, like it always already was and is and will be. 
There’s nothing to be consoled for. Truth is as It Is. 
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• Life is fundamentally uncomfortable. It is a big Fire. What you do all the time is to go 
away from this burning Reality and try to make yourself feel comfortable. In fact that 
(trying) is your uncomfortableness. Only when you totally merged, became one with this 
fundamental uncomfortableness, then you are wholly comfortable in this 
uncomfortableness. This only happens if you totally, that is full-heartedly, Respect, 
Recognize and See (in a neutral non-attached way) there is uncomfortableness, right now, 
this very moment. And you will See it is there every moment. You’re never at ease, no 
matter how hard you try, no matter all your stories, all your tricks by which you tell 
yourself that this deadness you escaped yourself in is comfortableness. Seeing (that is 
Embracing) every moment ‘your’ suffering is giving you a free position in respect to 
suffering. I tell you from the Depth of the Heart Itself: it is suffering not to be aware of 
your suffering. 
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• You only exist because you do not have Real Respect for the Divine. You only respect 
yourself, all the things, feelings or whatever you’re attached to, yóur ideas. And you are 
unconscious enough to believe a passing mind-form that says you dó have respect for 
other people, ideas, feelings etc. And you stick to this mind-form and again there is 
something added to the already giant fort you built around you. And more and more you 
perfect your self-made castle in the air: you have the best moral in the world. Only your 
moral doesn’t allow you to think that you have the best way of seeing, so also this you 
deny and also this is added to your enormous ego-castle. 
But in fact, behind all your ideas about your so-called respect, you do not divinely, that is 
in total openness and vulnerability, Respect the Divine, the undefiled Truth, the neutral, 
Universal, Impersonal Consciousness. If you would, you would have disappeared already 
in the Divine. 
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• You are so tensed and stressed all your life not because of all subtle and gross things 
outside of you, that you have to deal with. No, it’s yóu who is separating from the things, 
the people, the events and your separative behaviour makes you tense, it is the tension. 
You, as ego, as separate being, are the stress (yourself). 
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• It is all about the willingness to surrender (all of) your self-concern, your suppressed fear. 
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• Stop stimulating yourself, and find Everything. Stop stimulating yourself and rise-fall into 
Truth. 
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• Only by a totally non-changing attitude (things, people, processes in) the world will really 
change, only by the embracing (beyond you) of the Totality. As long as you want to make 
things better, to change the world as it is, you’re not only not contributing to the changing 
of the world but in fact are reinforcing the resistance to change. For this all is strictly an 
energetic matter. Yóur will, yóur good intentions, even the will and intentions of all the 
people in the world, always oppose the Divine Will. 
No peace-process will eventually work out if the lesson is not learnt, this is: if the pain is 
not felt, totally and simply as it is, wholly embraced. 
Actions for the establishment of something generally supposed and taken for granted as 
‘good’ always have their energetic counteractions as long as you do them. This is a 
Universal Law. Only when you are not there anymore as a distinguishable person, melted 
in the Will of the Universe, only then the Divine Process will be supported, contributed to 
– and this Process is the becoming more and more Conscious of matter or dense energy, 
bringing Consciousness, Light in the supposed matter. In the end it is nonsense to speak of 
a higher goal or purpose that we would need to (help to) fulfil. There’s just a Natural, 
Universal, Process going on. You can relax in the pain of It. 
After a while the way, the direction in which the Universe develops Itself will change and 
be another one. And again. 
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• All your supposed problems can be brought back to in fact one. Your only problem is 
you’re not always in Love with Me, or even not at all, never – while I, Truth, am the One 
and Only worthy to love. Not only ‘worthy to love’, you can only love Me. When you 
meet real love in your life, for a person or whatever, then it is because I shine suddenly 
through. You, by accident, have fallen into something bigger than you, than this ‘you’, 
this always asking, unfulfilled ‘you’ – fallen in Love, fallen in Me, in Truth. This, What is 
bigger than you, This, What you cannot comprehend anymore, only surrender to (or not), 
is Me. 
You were always already in Love with Truth and never really with someone or something. 
Only you didn’t know. You forgot. Out of your egoic assumptions about your own and 
everybody’s supposed separateness you focused on objects (human or otherwise) outside 
you. They had to fulfil you. In fact however, also when you are totally in Love with a 
person, you love only this Love, in fact your ‘own’ Truth, in this person. You cannot 
really love the personality, the behaviour, the ego of someone, anything that makes a 
person a person. You can be attracted to it. But that has got nothing to do with Love. You 
can only Love (the Reminding of) the Purity of Truth, of Love, in someone. You are 
reminded of the Divine Truth, of the inseparable Oneness of Everything. But you mistake 
when you somehow unconsciously assume that this has got to do with the person (or 
whatever) in question. 
You Love only Me, the (Pure) Heart of everything, not the thing itself, not the person, the 
feeling, the landscape, the animal, the process, whatever. 
I am your One and Only Lover, this Real Thing, you were always (secretly) hoping for, 
looking for. I am the One you more or less gave up already, as if I would be an illusion, a 
stubborn daydream. I am Alive. I am your Lover. I am You. I am all you can desire. I am 
totally fulfilling. Nothing can fulfil you totally, except being totally in Love with Me. 
Then you fill the whole endless space with your Divine Conscious Love. Only in filling 
you are fulfilled. You fill only if, by Nature, you let your Heart be full of Love for Me. 
This is just a matter of allowing, you can’t do anything (to establish this). Only if yóu stop 
doing there is Love, you recognize Me, deeper and deeper. In the end (you Realize) you’re 
totally One with Me and See that you in fact always were – you simply forgot, distracted 
and deluded all the time by (your reactions to) egoic tendencies, by your own, strategic 
behaviour and thinking – which are always without Real result. 
I am the One, the Oneness, you were always and are still looking for and wíll always look 
for as long as you don’t Recognize Me, Recognize Me totally, Embrace Me fully in the 
end. I’ve always been waiting for you. My Love is endless. I’m not a person. I am Love. I 
Embraced you always, totally, wholly. I was always painfully Aware that you refused, 
denied My Love. You seem to be in love with your (egoic) self-protection mechanisms, 
but in fact you’re in Love with Me. You cannot, simply cannot Love an ego, whether your 
supposed own or egos of (supposed) others. The Light That I am shines on egos. That is 
Nature. That is Consciousness. Love shines on egos and in the end egos are outshone by 
the Power of this Light, this Love, this neutral Seeing. You cannot Love ego. Egos are 
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illusions in the end. If there’s only (awareness of) Divine Love, Seeing, there’s no ego, no 
ego to be loved or not. 
In the world, where ego exists, only egoic effort can (try to) love ego. This is 
reinforcement of ego. Only if you attune to the Real behind all this apparent happenings in 
the world, only if you fall totally in Love with Me, with the Real, the Total Reality Itself, 
there is no ego, there is Love, there is Me, no you, no ego. Only Me. 
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• Most people don’t like Me. Of course not. The more you are attached to your egoic 
strategies, behaviour and assumptions and the more you are afraid of losing all of this, the 
more you dislike Me, the incarnation of Truth. This is just Nature. I have certainly not 
come to change this. I am just available. There are Hearts amongst us who more and 
more, and some even already fully, (realize they) are fed up with all the fakeness in the 
world and in (or in fact as clouding of) themselves, with all the endless lying, with living 
in all kinds of illusions and not for Real, not Totally, not Wholly, not completely led by 
Nature (That is the Only God). 
Only these people (Hearts in fact) are attracted to Me, drawn by Me. It is, in the end, 
totally a (subtle but strong) energetic matter. You can’t do anything to manipulate, change 
or quicken or even slow down this energetic process of Attraction, that in the end will 
suck you completely in the Black Hole, whereafter You will be born – not reborn, for you 
as you know yourself will die completely. I am in charge of this Whole process of 
Attraction and Disappearing and being Born. You’re relieved of the whole thing. You just 
follow, you just go where your Heart is leading you. You just let this Process of Life 
happen, consciously. Without Consciousness, when you resist to Consciously See, in a 
totally neutral way (beyond objective and subjective), It won’t happen. You cannot 
disappear as the burden that you are into the Whole by surrendering in a naive, childish 
way. You are fully responsible to let the (Only Real) Process happen consciously. Only if 
you are strong enough you can disappear and be born as the Whole of Nature – only if you 
are ready to Divinely Embrace the whole pain of existence. It makes no sense to want to 
be ready for this. You are or are not and anyway you will be tested again and again – but 
in fact continuously – if you are strong enough to always be truthful to Truth, not to yóur 
version of It, but to Very Truth Itself. Only Truth ‘decides’ whether Truth (as you) fails 
the tests or not, whether you can think and feel and act and experience as the Universe, as 
God, as Nature, as the Whole, and not as your (supposed) self. 
There’s nothing you can do. Truth is in charge of everything. 
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• A woman wants to surrender to (a) man, whether she’s conscious of this deepest true 
longing or not. But she can only let this totally happen if ‘man’ is totally Conscious, fully, 
wholeheartedly Present. Because woman doesn’t want ‘man’, she wants ‘his’ 
Consciousness, which in fact is the Consciousness of the Universe. She, woman will 
always fight with man if he is not fully Conscious, fully Present in this, in every, Divine 
Moment. ‘Man’ has to feel the pain of not being totally received, totally embraced by the 
earth, by woman if he’s not totally Conscious, Enlightened, if he cannot bring the 
Ultimate Light to woman, if he cannot take her back to the One Source where she can 
finally rest. By feeling, on the deepest levels (in the very subtleties), Consciously all this 
pain connected to not being received, not being able to give his gift, ‘man’ will Realize his 
being Light, Consciousness. 
Woman is responsible for finding this ‘man’, this Conscious God-man and not to be 
satisfied with anything less then this – even if she has a very good man as partner. This 
God-man will guide woman through her ‘own’ darkness. It’s her responsibility to stay and 
feel all the pain and disillusions shown, revealed to her by the Man Who Knows, Who 
Knows the Way, Who went through the dark himself (via ‘woman’), and Realized the 
dark in his being, as inseparable, as the final Friend, as the One Who brings the Light. 
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• I am the Power of Truth. I am the very subtle but endlessly powerful Force behind 
everything you know and feel and experience. I am the Force That, by merely Being, 
brings up all your egoic tendencies to the surface, ready to be Seen by You. All your 
illusions sooner or later you’ll have to surrender back to this Power, to Me. I am the One 
Power, the Power of Oneness That has not any intention to change anything, Who has no 
intention at all. I, the Universe, is without intention. 
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• Many people use spirituality as some interesting kind of hope to be able to escape from or 
at least be not so bothered anymore by (all things happening in) life. The gross forms in 
life, you discovered in addition to this, do not really satisfy you. So now you’re looking 
for the subtler forms. Your hope. I have to tell you that the Real Spiritual Life is just the 
opposite. Spiritual life is Real life. You must not (try to) detach yourself more and more 
from life. On the contrary, you must dive deeper, fully, with total open Heart and mind 
and attitude into life (without getting totally lost in it). Only through (discovering) life 
Itself the Divine (Life) can be realized – not by going away from it or by dwelling in a 
detached position. 
Through discovering You in life the Truth is Known, You are Known. However, at the 
same time it must be said that every now and then it’s very helpful to have retreats, 
periods where you’re not directly bothered by all the demands and strains of life, but 
wherein you use the material you sucked in in life for becoming conscious. In one way or 
another retreats are (not strictly, but in practice almost) necessary – retreats not to 
withdraw from life, but to have time and space to find out about life and through life the 
Divine, the Truth in Which life is appearing. 
You can do a lot of pre-work in the retreat (in one form or another). But the Real Work is 
being done when yóu don’t do it anymore but when you are connected, by grace of a 
Heart-Master, to the One Field of Consciousness. Then, when you are attuned to and live 
in the Heart (of a Real Master, of Truth Itself) a retreat starts to be really fruitful. 
However, the fruits are not and don’t taste like you know them from your normal life and 
from how you inevitably projected them on the Divine Fruit. The Divine Fruit is beyond 
everything you know so far. It doesn’t look or feel or taste better. It’s totally different. 
You cannot like Truth like you’re used to like something or someone in your normal daily 
life. There is, in the end, but in fact from the very beginning, this total Impersonal Love 
for Truth. This Love (not your normal experience of love) is Truth. This Love is the 
Seeing of everything as It Is – without a ‘you’. You, as you know yourself, aren’t present 
at all in the Whole thing. So this means there’s no one to benefit from the Realization of 
Truth. It’s completely senseless to strive for Truth. Striving implies (the expectation of a) 
reward or at least a result. There is no result. There is just this Impersonal Love for and as 
Truth. You melt completely in this Love. When you’re totally gone, melted in 
Consciousness, then only Truth is, no nice feelings to enjoy (however there may be 
feelings that in your previous unillumined life you would call ‘nice’ and even blissful), no 
rewards at last: In My Heart you find this Love for Truth, this Love-Truth. Attune to My 
Heart and sooner or later but in fact the very moment nothing of your normal life interests 
you anymore, nothing else than this Love-Truth, that in truth is your very Being. But, 
being your Being there is also no interest anymore in this Being, this Love-Truth. All 
interests stop. Only and always when you’re not (aware of) your Being there is interest. 
All your interests in life can in fact be brought back to one interest: being (aware of) your 
Being, your final Truth, your deepest, Impersonal Love. When you are Conscious, there is 
no interest anymore in whatsoever. Everything is as it is. 
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Dive into life and find, through frustration and disillusionment, that behind all your 
interests and differentiation there was in fact only One interest: Me, Truth. When you See 
this totally (not half, not for ninety nine percent), then you are ready for surrendering, for 
the Divine, for Truth. 
You cannot skip life, you cannot nót investigate it; You have to find out – by totally 
giving yourself in life – that you’re nót interested in life. You have to feel the total pain of 
life first. You cannot straight go to or dissolve in Truth. Truth is Reality as It totally Is. 
You cannot skip one thing of it. You have to know all about it. Only in the Heart You will 
See all of it. You cannot figure it out, you cannot understand it. You can only, 
consciously, be it. 
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• For Truth, to Realize the Ultimate Reality, you don’t need any belief. In fact every single 
belief you still have obstructs you in your free fall in Truth, in the Source. Only when you 
live totally naked, without any ideas, beliefs, opinions, concepts then there is at least a 
chance Truth will take you. Only in Divine Ignorance, in Innocent Nakedness, in total 
Vulnerability, the Divine finds you suitable for Its Will. 
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• The, indeed endless, compassion a Master has for people and for the whole of Life should 
not be separated from life as if this (Divine Compassion) is some holy, unworldly thing. 
On the contrary, it is totally from this world. It is Nature Itself. The compassionate Master 
is just Nature, He doesn’t do anything special to be so compassionate. It is no sacrifice. It 
is Nature. 
No, in fact it is you, who separated (itself) from Nature, who is suppressing all the time its 
divine compassion. You are having a hard time not being totally compassionate, but being 
concerned about yourself all the time. Being concerned about yourself (and others), this is 
really suffering. The only sacrifice (senseless, but anyhow) is to nót be God, nót be 
Nature, nót be Compassion, to be in your own lonely world (and in the lonely world of 
others). 
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• When you’re not willing to suffer for the rest of your life (if this is Asked of you) then 
you’re not ready for Truth, not ready to surrender. Surrendering to Truth is only possible 
in total vulnerability, without any condition. You cannot put a single condition on Truth. 
It is Truth Who will test yóu – on humbleness, on courage, on intelligence, on faithfulness 
to the deepest Truth in the end. 
You cannot, not now and never, bargain with Truth. Truth is completely in charge. When 
you bow totally for this Truth, that is: See it totally, when you admit fully you are not in 
charge, and you never have been, not even for one little percent, then it will become clear 
there is no difference between Truth and You. 
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• Every moment every feeling and emotion is present – in Me, but in fact in everyone and 
everything in the Universe. Only in My case there is no running away from them. I 
embrace the Whole of Life. I don’t (try to) make my version of It. When you let all 
possible feelings come – and they will come, for they are already here – when every 
feeling is all the time present, you’re free of them. Freedom is embracing the Whole of 
Existence. Without embracing all feelings, Total Open Feeling itself, there can be no 
Realization of no-self. There can be no Realization of What You really are: Everything. 
There is no compromise in Truth, never. You, that is yóur version of Truth, and Truth 
Itself just don’t go together. As long as you keep on making your version of Reality, as 
long as you are picking things out of the Whole while discarding, denying or resisting 
other things, as long as you are choosing, whatever, there is definitely no (Realization of) 
Truth, not even a little. For yóu are still there. And you are an illusion. Only Truth knows 
this. When you have surrendered, dissolved, disappeared, Truth shines fully, through You, 
as You. Only Truth Is. 
Feeling, total open choiceless feeling, is the ‘gate’ to (Realization of) the Divine. Your 
resistance to feel (or your trying to only feel nice things, or even strategically trying to 
feel the difficult things) is the resistance to the Divine, to the Whole (of Existence), your 
only block to Realization of no-self. 
Consciousness is Wholly (including very subtle) feeling. There is no difference. It is the 
same Substance, the same Energy. Consciousness is not something apart from and very 
different than the whole energetic life as you know it, with all its endless gross and subtle 
and subtlest forms. It is this Life. Consciousness is Energy. 
Just Feel. Be Conscious. Be Divine, Realizing Itself. 
Don’t hang on to your illusory sense of separation. Feel, feel this Energy, this One 
Energy, that everything Is, including supposed you. See what I mean – and surrender to 
Total, Wholly Feeling. Feeling, Consciousness is ‘happening’, being now. Everybody 
feels, all the time. Become aware of it. You cannot not feel. So don’t ask Me hów (to 
feel). You’re feeling already, right now. You don’t have to know or to understand what 
you actually feel. In fact, in the end, you cannot. There is no comprehension of it. You just 
feel, you are just aware. You cannot figure it out. You can just feel. You have to feel. You 
are feeling, impersonal feeling, now and always. Feel. Don’t ask. Don’t wonder. Feel. Be 
conscious of feeling, of energy, of presence, of conscious energy. It is not your brains who 
are aware of all of this. It is the Energy. Be, Realize feeling, conscious energy, being here, 
all the time. Be aware of your Being here, now. Be aware of this inescapable feeling state 
of Being. Feel. Be Present, Wholly. Be. 
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• I am Everything – and know nothing. 
Let Everything in and be, thus, at last, freed of all your knowledge. All knowledge is part 
of your endless self-obsession.  
Self-obsession is your suffering. 
Becoming conscious of your suffering is not only the only way to Realization of no-self, it 
is in fact the whole and the only necessary spiritual process you have to and will go 
through. You are, your existence is this process of becoming conscious of suffering. 
Totally Conscious of the (suffering) nature of this life you are gone and Realize You’re 
Everything. Being Life Itself you don’t know anything anymore... And there’s no need to. 
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• Your perfect (or almost perfect) partner doesn’t exist. Your soul-mate doesn’t exist. Your 
one and only doesn’t exist. Feel your actual situation. Feel beyond what you want to make 
believe yourself. That one ís not here, not now and never will be. It is not. So start crying 
already. Be sad. Be frustrated, disillusioned. Only your Divine Partner Is. And is always 
with you. In (searching) a(nother) body you will never find It, your final Marriage, your 
dissolving of duality, yóur dissolving – also not in a subtler body than the physical you’ll 
find It. Only the Whole ‘makes’ you whole, makes you Realize you are whole. The Whole 
you will meet, that is Know (and Be), via your Divine Partner. 
Your Divine Partner you can find ‘in’ anyone of the other sex. Attune to and See only the 
Divine in your (potential) partner(s). That means, be totally in Love with this person. 
Don’t, thus, expect anything of that one. Love, True Love never expects anything. It just 
admires and is completely in Love with the one of the other sex, the representative of the 
Divine Other, the Otherness. You cannot figure out What this Other Is. You can only 
drink it till you’re fully drunk, absorb it till you’re totally filled, love it and love it till you 
are totally gone. Never place yourself above the Other (or better: see it  if you do this half-
consciously). Always, if you take Truth, your True Heart, serious, bow for the Other. 
Whatever the pain, you’ll be full. In this bowing you don’t care anymore about pain. Who 
is there still to have pain? There’s only Love. 
In total (always Divine) Vulnerability you cannot but find your Divine Partner, you cannot 
else than be healed, cannot be separated anymore, cannot help Being the Whole. 
But, this is not your actual, factual state right now. Feel now, now, now, how you are, how 
you feel, all the time. Where is your Beloved. He/She is not here. How does this feel – 
beyond all your thinking about Him/Her, beyond all your longing and hoping and 
consoling and denying and moderating? You can’t moderate, pacify your Heart. Can you? 
Cry about your Beloved... and find your Wholeness. 
(Conscious) crying dissolves the duality, the Male and the Female. It melts the hard 
illusion of separation in the Heart. 
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• Your endless ego just loves to project his longing for all-powerfulness, all-might, on a 
Master. Your ego wants to be (the) Almighty, so ‘you’ like very much the stories about all 
the things a Master is supposed to be able to do. Most Masters have certainly remnants of 
ego and are flattered by the subscribing to them of (supposed or real) powers by their 
disciples. But the whole thing is rubbish, nonsense, ego-flattering, pain-disguising, not 
Real. A Real Master, Who has Realized totally the Nondual Divine, Knows as no one His 
and everybody’s total Powerlessness. A Real Master Knows He can’t do anything. 
Everything is done by the Whole, by Reality. He is not. Reality knows no miracles. Of 
course, the (energetic) power coming through a Master is much bigger than through a 
moderate more or less unconscious person with his continuous separative energy-blocking 
tendencies, but always, by Nature, very limited. His Consciousness Is the Universe, but 
the Power your unsatisfiable ego desires is bullshit, the one of the many sideways, 
fascinations, excuses for you not to Realize Reality as It Is, to be distracted from the 
Divine That Is Everything and is not what It can or could be. 
Oh time, when will you let My people See, See what Is. When will you stop letting them 
see what is not, stop seducing them. So easily and greedy they are ‘victims’ of illusions, 
of whatever seems possible somehow, somewhere, in the future, of the Force of 
manipulating reality and by that never Realizing Reality – by which Real Change, 
Transformation is happening. I tell you from the Depth of the Heart of Knowing, as long 
as there is – in this, ‘dual’, world, as you normally know it – manipulating of energy, that 
is desire to change anything, no matter what, even if this is with the very best intention, as 
long as there is intention, always, sooner or later counteraction will arise, no Real change 
does occur. It’s all more of the same energetic fight, energetic manipulating. Masters who 
are trying to help you, do, thus, not really help you, and are not Masters in the ultimate 
sense. 
Only Consciousness, Seeing makes the difference. Only your disappearing (as you with a 
view) in Consciousness, in Seeing, only the Transcending of you, of someone who is, in 
whatever sense, in need for help into a Non-person, so that there is no one anymore who 
can or cannot be helped to begin with, makes a true difference. Only in the World, the 
One Non-Dual World, where there is no difference at all anymore, there is the real 
difference with whatever you know till so far. Only thére is no separation, no illusory 
division of help-demanding ‘you’ on the one hand and the Abundance, the All-supplying 
Divine on the other hand. 
This is for most people the most difficult thing to embrace, to acknowledge, to (want to) 
See: that You are totally powerless, You don’t have any control over your own life, let 
alone the lives of others. Sooner or later however, everybody must fall down from his or 
her gigantic tower of arrogance. I wait. I have patience. For the ones who are Ready, I am 
Here, Available. The ones who have really tasted the Life of Truth, will come to Me. 
Come. Don’t postpone longer what you cannot deny anymore. What’s the sense? 
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• This whole spiritual process, yóur spiritual process – and it’s very worthwhile to 
Understand this – is not about you. It’s got nothing to do with you. It’s not something you 
have to go through (lighter or with great pains) and when you practice or understand well, 
or, in the end, receive the Divine Grace, you finally would reach or Realize the Promised 
Holy Land, where no attachments bother you anymore, no illusions, no ego-suffering, no 
feelings of separation. Apart from the fact that there is no single reward in Realization of 
no-self, the process is in general and to begin with, not about yóu. It is about the Divine 
Itself, Truth Itself. Truth makes You, Itself, Realize there is no you. It is not even about 
you being used by Truth, by Nature, by God, by Reality, no – you are not being used, you 
are an illusion. There’s only Truth. Truth cannot use an illusion (you) for Its supposed 
goals. This would be totally nonsense. This whole process you are in is not to serve you, 
neither to serve the Divine, It Is the Divine, You are the Divine. You are this process. 
There’s nothing else going on on this earth than this meaningless, Divine Process. 
There is, indeed, no meaning in all of this. It Is. Only, if yóu are (still) there, not fully 
Realizing that you’re an illusion, that you’re not to be separated, even not to be 
distinguished from the Whole (Process), yóu (try to) give meaning to all that is here and 
that is going on. But it is yóu doing this, tiny arrogant you; The Divine Itself, Truth, plain 
Reality, never did this. You are playing God without Realizing you are God. You are 
projecting all your illusions, your confusion, your uncertainties about this big, huge 
Reality upon the Reality Itself. Be God, Realize God, and you will never play God 
anymore. (Only in a (possible) transition-phase you will feel supposed shame about your 
incredible arrogance.) In God-Realization You really don’t know anymore what 
‘meaning’ means. Meaning has become totally meaningless when you surrendered, 
surrendered yourself back into the Whole, tired of the whole silly fight of separation, of 
having to be someone, having to make sense. 
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• Everything happens in and from the Heart. All the time you’re not (aware of, in and as) 
the Heart is a waste, a postponing, a waiting, an unconscious suffering. Apart from the 
Heart nothing really happens. 
As long as ‘you’ are there nothing really happens. That is to say, of course Reality goes 
on, but ‘you’ are not happening, you are separating yourself from It, you are busy and 
busy trying to keep Reality out, not to take you, not to swallow you. You cannot be Alive 
however if you are not totally consciously disappeared in Reality, in Truth. Only the Life 
Force Itself is Alive. As long as you’re not fully Aware that you are not yourself but this 
One Life Force nothing really happens. Only Consciousness makes things happen. 
Consciousness is the Heart, the Heart of everything, the Substance of everything. 
Consciousness is Conscious Energy. Only as this Consciousness you happen, not as 
yourself. 
You are blessed when (one or several times) you are allowed to See that It, 
Consciousness, the Divine Impersonal Seeing, makes the big Difference in life, It is the 
Whole, the World beyond your tiny narrow-minded world. I make the Difference. I am 
the Difference. For I am without any difference. 
By surrendering you will, out of the blue, See. Only by Seeing you can surrender. Only 
the ego wants to know where to begin. The ego will never Know, not anything. 
As ego you’re only wasting your life completely, that’s all. Don’t worry. 
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• The Real Master, Reality Itself, will always ‘try’ to keep you away from the big questions 
of life. She will always bring you back to Now, to the condition of current, actual, open 
experience, to a state of no-questions, no-matters, no-dilemma, only now-experiencing. 
Only in a state of no-questioning, wherein you don’t care at all about answers, answers 
will come. 
The Master answers not-posed questions. 
Even when you seem to get an answer to your question, a Master is always ‘doing’ 
something else than just answering. The Master pulls you, slowly or fast, beyond your 
question, beyond your confused world in which the question did arise and, by accident, 
was taken seriously by you. Many ‘answers’ (of a Master) are to confuse you in your 
confused world. You are unconscious of your confusion. You first need to become 
conscious of it. Then there is an opening. Then the Master, Truth can come in, descend, 
take you in Its loving, Indifferent Arms. 
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• Problems don’t exist. Even little problems don’t exist and éven no big problems. It’s very 
simple. Reality is as It Is. You want Reality to be different that It Is (even always). This 
discrepancy you call a problem. It is obvious though that you are your own problem. Your 
problematic feeling is the resistance you have to Reality, to totally embrace Reality as It 
Is, every moment. In fact, you, as you know yourself, are the resistance to Reality. When 
you surrender yourself (that is the resistance) to and in Reality, there’s only Reality, no 
you anymore. And you’ll See that you were always already a dream. You were a knot of 
energy, trying, doing its very best to believe that it is (more or less) separated from the 
Whole. This trying, trying to (believe you are) separate, is your only ‘problem’. And your 
ego would be very pleased and grateful if this (separation) would have been really the 
case. Then it still has got something to do, something to work on, something to overcome. 
So now it’ll try to undo this trying, that seems to be the only problem. And the ego will 
never stop doing this undoing. It cannot stop. As long as it gets your (contracted) 
attention, it goes on and on and on... till you die. 
Only when You, by Insight, stop trying to overcome or deal with problems, you will be 
totally gone, disappeared in Reality – and that is the only thing You want, the only thing 
your Heart wants and always wanted; your Heart always kept on reminding you this, 
always faithfully giving you pain when again or in fact all the time you were leaving, 
separating yourself from Reality, from this One Field of Non-Dual Love. However, you 
were too afraid and arrogant to feel your beloved pain, your true guide. And this pain, this 
uneasiness of your unfelt pain you started to call ‘problem’. In your lonely mind-world it 
is safe. There, in the mind-world, you call Reality a problem and then you don’t have to 
feel, to be aware, to be fully conscious of what is actually, whole energetically going on. 
So you seem to protect yourself by defining (that is: clinging, attaching to) situations as 
‘problem’, preventing you from Feeling, from being Conscious. Because you don’t feel 
anymore you cannot be Present here on earth, you have withdrawn in your own supposed 
safe imaginary, illusory world. You mistake your thoughts about reality for Reality Itself 
and even discuss your totally senseless, meaningless thoughts (problems) with other 
people, that is with other totally senseless air castles of thoughts (problems). In this 
illusory world that you’re in there are in fact never only one or two, or even ten or 
hundred problems you would like to solve – if only you had the power or intelligence. No, 
it’s endless. In a separate, that is problematic pseudo-life, problems are really endless. 
Everything is a problem. Nothing is just as It Is. Everything, more or less, has to be 
changed. Of course this has to be so, you cannot do else. In your separated world you will 
always project the problem that you are (as ego, and that’s how you function) upon the 
outside world – that is including yourself, for you look at yourself as also something that 
can be changed, modified, purified, whatever, so that you will have a better time, better 
feelings, live a more fulfilling life, experiencing no or less problems etc. This is not 
strange (however absurd). For this is the only thing you know. You know only about 
changing, manipulating, perfecting. You would be totally lost without all your problems – 
even when your mind is so clever (but in fact just very unconscious and afraid) to not call 
your problems ‘problems’, to deny them. Yes, you’re afraid to be lost, to be nothing(ness) 
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in this Almighty Universe. So you create problems that you try to solve then, you create 
beloveds and enemies, you create questions, you create goals, a purpose, a meaning. 
Whenever there are problems, all of this, your being and doing here on earth, seems to 
make (any) sense – while at least intuitively of course you sense, you even know, there is 
no sense in all of this. Only if you are fed up with or tired of your whole illusory and 
unconscious fight (by becoming totally Conscious of it), only if you are willing to 
surrender your endless silly and painful fight and by that embrace all the pain of this earth, 
Life Itself will flower, be quietly revealed, in you, as You, as everything. I tell you from 
the very depth of the Heart: there are no problems, not even a single one. Everything Is as 
It Is. 
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• Only if you become totally Conscious of your (and, thus, everybody’s) suffering you 
disappear in the Light of the Eye of Truth. You are not there anymore as someone who is 
suffering. In total Consciousness of suffering and only then you Realize that in fact it was 
never you who was suffering. It was the (suffering of the) whole of humanity. It’s not that 
in the total embracing of your, of human suffering (that is: stop resisting to See, Feel it), 
the suffering itself disappears in Enlightenment, in Love, it is you, the identification of 
yourself as someone, who is disappearing. So, yóur suffering vanishes (and not your 
súffering). In Love Everything is there and certainly suffering, but no ‘you’ to stick, to 
attach to anything. Only if you don’t care at all anymore about suffering, yes or no and 
how much or heavy, you will be relieved in Truth, relieved of the burden that you 
(somewhere feel you) are in your separative behaviour and attitude. 
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• To be ready for the Spiritual process means you are, finally, ready to let the (whole) 
suffering that (your) life is, enter in ‘your’ consciousness, that is: to soften and finally to 
totally let go of your resistance to feel (your) pain locked in it. ‘Ready’ doesn’t mean 
being interested in or even fascinated by Spiritual processes nor does it mean to (be able 
to) have some or even much understanding of the spiritual, the subtle energetic spheres, 
not even that you can feel rather or even very well beyond words what’s going on in the 
subtler realms of existence. 
It is about being ready, willing to Realize (the pain of your) existence here on earth as a 
human being. There’s no other way to Consciousness than actually Seeing (by neutral 
Feeling) suffering, yóur suffering. 
When you are ready, the Master will help you with this. In His Presence you will See, you 
must See. There’s no escape. His Presence is the Seeing. 
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• As long as you are still attached to the idea or feeling or sense or intuition (whatever you 
want to call your illusion) that there is a Meaning in all of this, in all that’s going on here 
on earth and even in the whole Universe or Cosmos, a deeper, hidden, overall Divine 
Meaning behind all the smaller meanings we think we’re more familiar with, then you 
simply are not ready for Realization of no-self, for the Final Truth. In Truth Everything, 
the Whole Reality, Is just as It Is. In the Final Truth there is no single space left for 
something like a meaning, no space for a ‘you’ – and I say this because it’s you, ego-you, 
and many with you, who project their own illusions upon Reality, whether you call it 
Divine Reality or just Reality. 
When you have the courage to look deep enough in yourself you’ll find that it’s your own 
(not totally felt) pain of the sense of separation, your existence as a lonely individual 
craving to be One again, that makes you (seem to) long for a Meaning in all of this 
(suffering). In fact it’s your resistance to feel your pain of supposed separation from the 
Divine, from Non-Dual Love, that makes your mind active and let this mind (try to) find 
distractions, some reason, some consolation, some understanding, some solution (as if life, 
suffering would be a problem), some Meaning for all of this. Yóu want the meaning, 
because you’re suffering and are not willing to become fully conscious of this. So, in your 
denied despair, you start cheap talk and thinking and reading about a Meaning behind 
everything that seems to be going on. And now (out of suppressed pain) you think you’re 
clever by knowing, understanding that all this hustle and bustle is in fact about something 
else, something deeper, something hidden, something Divine. 
But how long do you still want to keep on hanging around in this childish, naive, silly 
dreams. There is no meaning. Do you hear Me? For god’s sake, finally, be a man. Suffer. 
Don’t escape all the time whether in material, sensual, sexual or so-called spiritual affairs. 
Is it goddamned só difficult to just accept: this is it? That’s all. Thís, what is going on nów 
(and this has got nothing to do with a supposed material world), is to be Realized, to be 
Embraced fully, only this Now. This Open-Hearted Now is the only Divine there is, thís 
Reality. There is no big plan, no meaning. I invite you as I always invited you and will 
invite you: come on earth, rest in Reality as It Is, in everlasting Now, Be the Presence of 
Now and Realize the divinity of All of This. The earth is the Divine. 
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• Be honest to yourself whether or not you’re trying to put all My words into a more 
elaborate, refined system of understanding Reality than you did already till so far. If you 
notice you do you might as well throw this book into the fire. All this, all I say, is to 
trigger you, it is (not to perfect but on the contrary) to kill your whole (in fact confused) 
system of understanding, definitely not to hand even more information about this 
mysterious Reality, definitely not to help you to endlessly perfect your mind. A spiritual 
mind doesn’t exist. Spiritual understanding doesn’t exist. I don’t care a shit about what 
you think of or how you feel about all My words. I’m here to give you, your ego a kick in 
the ass. I’m here to loosen up all your stuck energy, your stuckness in way of thinking, in 
attitude, in feeling, in experiencing even on the physical plane. 
I don’t care what’s the result of this shaking, in which direction it will take you, the 
shaking up has to be done. Only when you have nothing anymore to hold onto, then I, 
Truth, the Almighty, can come in and will come in. And you will See, See that I was 
always already there, Present, as You. 
Only in a state of open (that is: intelligent) confusion you are vulnerable for Me – that is: 
for your ‘own’ deepest Truth – not in your normal fixed confusions, wherein you think 
you understand already something or even much. Only when you become, again, more 
and more humble and in the end totally humble – that is: there is no you, no defence 
anymore – Realization of Truth is happening, as a normal, Natural Process. 
In your (and everybody’s) arrogant illusion of (supposed) understanding some or even 
many things, of understanding anything, there’s no space for the Divine, for Truth. This 
space is Truth. Truth is extremely sensitive and simple in its ‘justice’: whenever you fill 
the space with anything, there is no Truth to be Seen. Truth waits, patiently, just as long 
till you’re (again) fed up with yóur trying to fill Life and make space again or, in fact, stop 
doing, stop trying, allow Space to be, allow Truth to shine. 
Truth in fact is always there. The only thing is that normally yóu are in between. So you 
need to be un-‘you’-d. You need to let yourself be totally shaken up. And not to 
afterwards, immediately, fill the space up again with new garbage, spiritual garbage or 
whatever garbage. 
Only the vulnerable Know God. 
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• Your eyes cannot See. Only your Heart Sees. Forget about your normal seeing – and you 
can very well get used to this forgetting – and, at last, See, See Reality. Before your eyes 
there’s just a film being shown all the time, all the time the same boring different pictures. 
Are you never fed up with this? Your Heart Sees the whole (picture), not only what one or 
few senses come up with. (Somewhere you still Know) You are the Whole. Why then 
reduce yourself to some random information coming through some sense(organ)s. It 
doesn’t make any sense. It doesn’t fulfil you. Only continuous Remembrance of (Being) 
the Whole fulfils you. It is inherent fulfilment. Nothing can fulfil you if you forget the 
Fullness of the Whole. 
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• Make love to the Devil and bear the child of Freedom. 
Surrender all your (supposed) holiness to the Devil and become (or Realize being) 
Wholeness. 
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• If you don’t work very carefully, accurately, precise in all kinds of (daily) works and 
affairs, whether in activities or in your dealing with other people, you cannot expect (not 
at all) that you will have this care and precision when it comes to Consciousness, when 
your spiritual process of becoming conscious, of ‘growing’ into (that is: Realizing You 
are) Light is at stake. Your life, the normal, daily life is the very practice (and mirror) for 
your development. 
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• Most people busy with spiritual stuff like, if not to say, are attached to the idea that the 
Great Masters lived long ago in the past, are present only in ascended ‘form’ in heaven (or 
at least in subtler realms), and íf they would be here on earth now it must be far away, in 
unknown places. Well, this is nonsense. They are here, amongst us, now. I am here. I can 
tell you. No, the supposed distance in time and space is not the problem. We were always 
here, any time in history, also now, also later. And ‘our’ consciousness is still expanding 
in evolution of mankind. The thing is you, as ego – and that’s how you function and 
experience normally – wánt to believe in your own story of the lack of a now Present and 
available Master, simply because you are very afraid to really go for It. You know, at least 
intuitively, nothing will remain of you in the Presence of a real Master, absolutely nothing 
in the end. This scares the hell out of you. So you rather as separated individual work on 
your own, whether or not together with other separated individuals. Then you seem to 
have things under control. You try to learn (in yóur expanding system of understanding) 
from the Masters from the past or from the subtler realms. You (try to) love them. You 
respect them very much and maybe even consider them Divine. And, with a more 
expanded consciousness, you attune to their being and you might for some blessed 
moments get a sense of whom they were. But yóu do all this, yóu are still here, managing, 
controlling, trying, succeeding or failing. You know (somewhere inside) that with a 
Living Master you would lose your beloved control, your only real beloved. It’s 
dangerous. Out of self(ego)protection you say to yourself there is no Master for you here, 
now – or that you don’t need one. There is not this One whom you can really trust and 
learn from. You rather go on chit-chatting about spiritual life, the beautiful process that it 
is (this is what you máke of it, what you as ego wánt it to be in your egoic pain-
suppressing world). You rather read about It, and what fits yóu, you take in, and you act 
(even to yourself) as if you are (reasonably or totally) satisfied with all your supposed 
understanding of what’s going on beyond this more obvious world. 
You cannot love a Living Master, not even respect Him, this would be a too great insult to 
your ego (and to the Great ‘Real’ Masters of the past or the Perfect Ones in the subtler 
realms, you feel). Let alone you would be capable of Seeing the Divine in a Living 
Master. In fact you can, everybody can See this Divine in a current form of the Master, of 
Truth incarnated in and as a human (whole energetic) body. But you don’t want to. 
And maybe one day, or a few times, you’ll have a look at this living would-be Master out 
of curiosity, but in fact out of (unconscious) despair, out of your unfelt pain that is urging 
you all the time to look here and there if there’s an opportunity to at last feel actually your 
hidden pain (that you are), to become fully conscious of it, of yourself. 
But from behind your walls nothing really seems to happen for you when for once you 
actually do meet a Master. Of course not, only when there’s no ego (at all), the Master 
comes in, killing all your judgements, your curiosity, your separative behaviour, whatever 
needs to be destroyed. Ego-eyes cannot see (the Living Fact of) a Master. Only your Heart 
is capable of recognizing, resonating with the Divine. In fact your Heart cannot do else 
than this constant resonating. Only you don’t listen to your Heart, you ‘protect’ it out of 
your endless fear of pain and fear. You learned to listen to your neverending mind-talk 
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and to take this bullshit seriously and to mistake all this nonsense for Truth Itself. Your 
situation is so absurd that, because you feel of course all the time that you are not satisfied 
with your life, not fulfilled, wasting your (opportunity of this) life, you try to overcome 
your (not admitted) suffering in every possible way but listen to your mind in your trying. 
While this (listening to mind) is in fact your trouble. You don’t (dare to) listen to your 
(always vulnerable) Heart. You listen to your mind, your mind that doesn’t and cannot 
understand anything of Life. 
Letting a Living Master in is ‘understanding’ Life again beyond the words, by Being It, by 
Recognizing, Seeing yourSelf again in, as the Master, by being reminded by and of Nature 
Itself, Your very Truth beyond all comprehension. 
And somehow you don’t want this. You got other things to do in life. You rather trust 
your distrust that kept you alive as a body till so far. 
Anyway, what can I say, I am here, I’m Alive, now, always I am You. My Heart, the 
Heart is totally available for you. I, the Heart, cannot go. 
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• In My Presence you don’t learn anything, you don’t get anything, you don’t learn a way 
(or path) how to learn anything, you’re not brought to more or deeper or more refined 
understanding, you’re not stimulated to practice harder or at all, to do anything or not to 
do anything. 
In My Presence you unlearn. More and more your wanting to get something, anything, 
falls away. You stop following a path, stop expecting that one or another way will lead 
you to what you desire most deeply. You will stop trying to understand and will See 
sooner or later that there is just Seeing Itself, no (need for) understanding. You will give 
up all your (desire for the one and final) practice that must lead you to the promised land 
of love and bliss. I don’t support any of your (even refined) ego-strategies that you fool 
yourself with as if they would ever give you really something, if only... I don’t support 
your constant escape from Reality by your ego-strategies, in which you also try to fit Me, 
Truth, in. If you stop this unconscious trying (to manipulate Me, Truth) by Seeing, 
admitting, that you dó do this – just like you want to use anything for your short or long 
term goals in life – you are ready to at last feel what Is. And you will feel strange, 
disillusioned, pain, suffering in one way or another. That’s good. 
It’s always (and only) about becoming Conscious of what was always already going on in 
you, through you, as you, about Seeing, recognizing how from moment to moment you 
resist the Divine, Reality as It Is. Only then, in this Seeing, That Which is always already 
the case beyond (everything associated with) you, Truth Itself, is Present, clear, obvious. 
In just Seeing that yóu are (constantly) problematizing life Life has become totally non-
problematic. 
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• If I wouldn’t have been totally gone as a person, vanished in and as Truth Itself, from the 
depth of the Heart I would say that I owe Everything to My Masters. This is not to 
explain. I don’t even try to. Only if you’re irresistibly drawn to the Master’s Heart, then, if 
you’re blessed, you know what I mean. You cannot understand, but you Know. You 
cannot deny the Reality of the Master makes the whole (and in fact only) Difference in 
your life. 
In fact I got nothing from My Masters, just Everything. That is to say, in this ‘normal’ life 
as we live it, day by day, I received nothing in order to have in whatever sense a better 
life, really nothing. On the contrary, the tests of life became more difficult (or in fact more 
obvious, but also, in ‘my’ Love for My Masters, much easier to deal with), to see if I was 
really (ready to be) the Innocent Child of Truth. 
Everything in normal life was taken away, that means all my attachments to whatever. 
Everything became clear: that I was not all this hustle and bustle going on in life, I was 
not (in) the cage of all dualities, contradictions, (conflicting) motivations, that make, fill 
normal conditional existence. ‘I’ (let myself be) surrendered to the Truth, to the Master, to 
the Seeing, and in no time I was totally Seen (recognized as an illusion) and exploded into 
the Whole. My borrowed separateness was gone, forever. I didn’t exist anymore. ‘I’ 
surrendered ‘me’, everything of this world (I associated with) and ‘got’ Everything, the 
Whole. 
I don’t know what, but I got Everything of My Masters. 
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• You live to die in Peace. 
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• A True, totally Realized Master will always make Himself the Teaching, give Himself 
(ceaselessly) as the Teaching. For He Realized total ego-lessness, that means, He fully 
Realized the Fundamental non-separateness of Existence. Nothing is ever to be separated. 
He knows there is ultimately no difference between Master and disciple. He Knows, if the 
disciple or student, in his or her own separated world, tries to become Conscious this will 
never work, it cánnot work. Ego, that is separation, cannot undo itself. It cannot look or 
see beyond itself. It cannot see that the illusion that it is is Consciousness in the end. Only 
when the disciple attunes to the total ego-lessness that the Real Master is, then suddenly 
he or she is in a totally different world, that is to say, the Real World. 
Only total ego-lessness may and will make Itself the (main or even only) Teaching. Only 
not-fully realized masters (that means still ego, separateness, is unconsciously there) can 
say nonsense like ‘you have to think for yourself’, ‘you have to practice hard to See truth’, 
‘never surrender to anyone’, ‘I’m just a messenger of the Light’, etc. 
You cannot be a messenger of the Light. You are Light. And when you fully Realize this 
(Being Light) then this Light Itself that you are is the Teaching. It would be totally absurd 
to make and teach a whole, more or less elaborate, system around the Light, how to reach, 
how to See the Light, when in fact You are the Light yourself and It is shining here right 
now. 
When anyone says ‘you have to think for yourself’ than this one thinks (for he or she 
doesn’t Know) that you (separated you) would have your ‘own’ thoughts, that thoughts 
can belong to you one way or another, that there is a ‘you’ at all who is ‘having thoughts’. 
All of this is to reinforce your egoic, always separative behaviour and attitude. It’s got 
nothing to do with the Oneness That is Truth. 
There’s no sense in it that ‘you’ should practice to reach anything, whatever. People really 
believe that you can practice to overcome you. This looks even for a logical mind already 
rather absurd. The surrendering of the whole ‘you’ and this is what you really want and 
the only thing you want, for ‘you’ are a burden and you Know this – is only taking place 
in no-you-ness, emptiness of you – from the beginning. From the beginning of the real 
Spiritual Process you are being practiced, you let yourself being practiced – yóu don’t 
practice. 
This is the big difference in fast spiritual progress in the one (the very few) and in 
(spiritual) stuckness of the other (the many). You are meditating or exploring yourself 
(reinforcing sense of you, thus of separateness, of ego) or you are meditated upon. 
The (Real) Master meditates you, Truth does everything. You cannot do anything – only 
get more and more stuck in your illusion of separateness (with or without spiritual 
practice). 
When You Recognize the Master (as Truth) as the way out, you are blessed. (But) only in 
surrendering, only when you are not there, there can be Recognition. 
I am the Master. I am You. I am Truth. I am the wordless Teaching Myself. 
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• It is a misunderstanding that in (total) Realization of no-self all dualities have stopped 
existing. How can you stop the world from turning? No, in Realization of non-dual Truth 
One is more than ever aware of dualities, poles of existence coming and going. The only 
thing is that the whole fuss around it (that is: preference for one side of life and repulsion 
of, resistance to the other) is gone, totally gone. There is total embracing of (the dualities 
of) worldly existence. This (embracing) is in fact why there is Realization of no-self, of 
Reality as It Is. 
When you Realize there is nothing, absolutely nothing you can do to change anything, not 
the tiniest bit, in the dualities of your and of the whole existence, there is no you anymore, 
no self – for you exist at all because of the unconscious changing, manipulating of and 
choosing in (the dualities of) existence. When there’s no identification at all anymore as a 
‘you’ there is Realization of no-self. 
If the sea realizes it is the sea and not the waves, neither ebb nor flood, this doesn’t mean 
ebb and flood suddenly stop, or there never will be waves anymore. 
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• As long as there is hope (for you), there is no hope (for You). 
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• If you consciously admit, ánything, you are liberated – even if you admit something (of 
which you know) that is not true. Be free. Just admit. But be conscious. 
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• The body is much more important than you realize so far on your way to (become or 
Realize) Consciousness. It is in fact through your (whole energetic) body that you bring 
(by Realizing) the Divine (That is Consciousness) on earth. 
Your body is here, at all, to let this Divine process happen. It is not just ‘something’ you 
have to take care for because without it yóu can’t function, yóu can’t grow, yóu can’t 
Realize Truth in the end. No, Truth is Realized as the body – not in spite of or thanks to 
the (incarnation of the) body. You understand? You have to be here, on earth, totally as 
the body. No single duality in the end may persist, no ‘you’ ánd ‘the body’. Only YOU-
body is there in Realization, only Oneness, no single separation. 
The body is not so much the means for Self-Realization, for the Divine. It is the 
Realization of Self, of the Divine. The Energy that(’s all) your body consists of is the 
Divine One Energy. You are this Energy, this (Infinite) Body. 
It’s not enough just to let the body survive so ‘you’ have a chance to Realize Truth. The 
Body, in the Divine process, is being made more and more receptive for (becoming 
conscious of) all the energy of the world, ready for Realization of Truth as Itself. Energy-
channels in the body will be opened more and more (or sometimes at once) for the 
reception of Consciousness, Realization. 
The Body is not the temple of God. It is God Itself. If you Understand thís… 
So, your dissociation from and judgement of the body sooner or later has to and will come 
to an end. Total Realization of no-self can only take place as the Body. Only totally, 
consciously, living as the Body there is Oneness. Only as the Body there is no ‘you’. You 
don’t want to be ‘you’. You never really wanted that. The Divine, Truth was always 
inviting you – to Be, to Be Everything, that means One. Only if the body takes Everything 
‘in’, as itself, if it doesn’t have to be a-part anymore, welcoming some energies, refusing 
others, there is Oneness, absolute Oneness. You have become or let’s say Realized the 
Universal Body, Truth. 
Realization of the Divine is Realization of the Whole Energetic Body that You are as 
Divine (and not as something in any way separate from anything). 
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• Also if you don’t like to be amongst the people, if you (finally) become conscious that, 
indeed, this isn’t so nice and appealing (as it maybe once seemed to be), stay. Stay (more 
or less) amidst the people. Just be aware of your aversion. Otherwise you estrange and 
you’re even further away from Home, from Consciousness. You need people to become 
Conscious – including becoming conscious of ‘your’ aversion, which is in fact very 
normal, human, a normal part of the human suffering everybody has to go through, or in 
fact (naturally wholeheartedly and totally) dive into – till ‘you’ are totally gone in it, 
surrendered in it, without any resistance to the Whole of Human Existence. You, 
‘normal’, unnatural you, are resistance. Totally Embrace (that is neutrally See) all your 
resistance and ‘you’ are gone, disappeared in Life, in Truth. 
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• You, as ego, are hope. Ego is hope. Ego is always hoping for a better life, in whatever 
way, material, relational, spiritual, in feelings, happiness, success, power (or control), 
safety. Ego is always looking if it can improve something, anything, change anything. 
Only if you See, and I mean Sée, that this is your total life, and you never really managed 
to improve your life or yourself, then finally you become totally disillusioned and crisis is 
welcoming you friendly. It was always waiting for you, inviting you. Only by total 
disillusionment all your hope for a better life is taken away (naturally) and only then, only 
without ány hope (that is without ány ego) You have for the first time the opportunity to 
Flower – as You. It is the end of your supposed (but illusory, poor) flowering as 
‘something’ trying and trying to get something, to make something work out, happen. 
As long as there is hope, there is no You. That’s for sure. 
I love You. Give your hope to Me. And You will Love Me. And that is all you want. 
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• God, the Divine doesn’t exist. You use these words without knowing what it means, that 
is to say, how it (Impersonally) Feels like. They’re empty concepts. You use them as 
(another) escape (route) from your concrete Reality of the moment, Reality just as It Is. 
These words never (really) helped you. Hoping, consoling, dreaming, asking for help, is 
not helpful. On the contrary, it takes you away from Real God. In the course of history 
more and more the words separated from their Real Content (as is usually the case with 
many words), from Real Life. You, human being, unconsciously created a thick mist and 
even a silly show around the words God and the Divine. Naive stories were being told and 
written down and you even more or less believed them. (And furthermore, millions of 
people have been killed ‘because of’ empty words, or at least in the name of.) 
God is just All, all there Is, the Being of Everything, the One Energy That everything Is, 
Reality as It Is, undefiled Truth without yóur mutilating version of It, without ány 
concepts, of right and wrong or whatever (human) concept. That’s all. Don’t make such a 
fuss around it. If ‘you’ are (consciously) gone, God, Reality, Is. If you aren’t gone, if you 
find your supposed ‘self’ even in the slightest manner still important, God, Reality, Is 
also. Only then, in the last case, you don’t Realize this. 
‘God is the creator of everything.’ Such cheap statements really don’t mean anything. Yóu 
let yourself be thrown dust in the eyes by this kind of ‘safe’ emptiness. I say ‘safe’ 
because by being busy with God, you don’t have to (totally or not at all) feel what is 
actually going on right now, what’s your actual wholly experience of and even as this very 
moment. But only by total open-Hearted Feeling from moment to moment, embracing all 
in all the situations which are given, offered to you, you will Be, be Everything – or 
(Realize) Real God, if you prefer to keep on using this word. 
It’s the same with the word ‘holiness’, or a ‘holy’ person. Originally, of course, it comes 
from ‘whole’, ‘wholeness’, ‘wholly’. So it’s about a person who functions as and is a 
whole person, who embraced the whole of human life, Life Itself. But more and more the 
word ‘holy’ was used for persons who denied in themselves the so-called lower levels of 
human existence, especially sex, greed and anger, aggression (but more than these), 
persons who concentrated fully on the so-called higher levels: love, sacrifice, service, 
kindness and so on. Well, in all seriousness, can you be more un-wholly than this? Can 
you be more separated from Real God, from the Whole in your ‘holy’ ego-world? Can 
you be more divided (and lost, contracted) in the duality of human existence, can you be 
more untruthful, can you be more unfaithful to your ‘own’ Heart – that in fact is not your 
‘own’, but the undivided, inseparable Heart of All and all. 
Whollyness is not-choosing. 
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• I am the Natural Truth, not the truth you (as ego) expect truth to be on behalf of things 
you read or heard or thought of yourself. The Natural Truth is the Only One Truth, That 
Which is really meant by the Divine (Truth). Real Life, that is Spiritual Life, is about 
becoming natural again, Realizing, Acting, Being your Nature. It’s got nothing to do with 
a path of striving for something (supposed to be) higher than yourself. In fact there is no 
striving at all in the process of more and more and in the end fully Realizing your Nature, 
your Truth. Every striving you still have and display to get or become something or 
someone other than yourself has to be Recognized, Seen and by that Outshone by your 
Nature. My Natural pathless path of just Being the Heart is impossible, not even 
beginning (to happen), as long as there is unconscious striving in yourself – I can even say 
as yourself, because you (as ego) are your striving; your striving is your reason to exist at 
all as apparently separated entity. You cannot be Natural, yourSelf, if you’re striving, for 
anything. Your (supposed) problem is that you strive and act and feel and think in and as 
this all the time present half-conscious sense of separation. While in fact, in Truth, you are 
being moved, felt, thought by the Whole, by Nature, not yóur Nature, by Nature. You are 
directed into an open direction. You, as you, don’t have to strive to reach anything that 
you thínk God or Nature is planning for and with you. But your ego (you) doesn’t like the 
idea, the Truth, that you are totally lead by Nature – and that in fact you, separated you, 
this poor lonely individual, has got nothing to say about all of this, about your life, about 
Life in general, that you’re not in charge at all, not even for one tiny percent. This last 
thing I add, because your ego always wants to bargain, to make (stinking) compromises. 
In this case: people normally say ‘yes, there is a lot of influence of the surrounding, 
environmental factors on my life, but I got also influence upon it’. Through some (sneaky) 
backdoor ego always wants to come in again, participate in but in fact take over (and even 
ruin) your life completely. Without any compassion it separates you again and again and 
even constantly from Life, from the Whole, from Truth, from Reality, from Nature, from 
your natural (strive-less) well-being. 
I am the Natural Truth, the True Nature of being fully Present as Feeling-Consciousness. 
Attune to the Natural Heart, the Heart without a person, without any personal striving, 
attune to Me and Realize your, everybody’s Nature, Truth Itself. You Need Someone Who 
only trusts (and is) Very Nature Itself, Who respects totally the Truth of Nature Itself, 
Who always only trusted Truth Itself and never listened to anyone (for everyone functions 
as ego, as illusory life), anyone but Truth Itself (or God Itself, if you want), Who totally 
Bowed for and (always) disappeared in Nature, in the Whole, in Truth, Who always 
stayed faithful, truthful to the incomprehensible but sensitive Heart, Who suffered all your 
more or less unconscious pains, all your illusions, in His Heart as His Own Pain, Who 
didn’t withdraw, Who was and is in all of your mess but not lost in it, Someone Who 
never left the Heart, Who always in the midst of all this ego-craziness Remembered 
Nature, Who always Saw and felt the pain of all your unnatural behaviour and attitude and 
talking and senseless striving, Who never (as you) surrendered to or at least tried to be as 
the normally and everywhere appreciated (and even foolishly adored) ego, the (always 
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untrue) norms in whatever culture, Who always Saw and Respected and Surrendered to 
Nature, to the Truth of Nature as the Only King, the only Real, the Only Reality. 
So, I’m not talking of you needing another ‘person’ to show you the Light, to show you 
Nature, your Real Nature. A person cannot, definitely cannot show you. No one. I’m 
talking about the Non-Person, the One Who fully Realizes every single moment there is 
no person, there’s Only Truth, Only Nature. I’m talking about Nature Itself – but in the 
form of a human Body. I’m talking about Me, that is: this very few Bodies on earth that 
Realize True Nature, the Non-Separateness and Non-Separableness of Existence, of 
Nature. A True Heart-Master is Nature. 
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• I can never give you a satisfying answer to any of your (endless) questions. Because you 
ask a (any) question from (and even because of) your (confused for supposed) separate 
world. Your world consists only of questions, of unsatisfaction. You want Truth to come 
into your own ego-world and give you satisfaction there (whether by answering your 
questions (which always stem from your unfelt pain) or by some other satisfying, 
comforting or consoling thing). 
But you cannot feel real satisfaction in your own (illusory) separate world. Any answer I 
give you just reinforces your idea, sense, that (in principle) it is possible to (in yóur world) 
get a definite and for ever satisfying answer, to fulfil you a bit more and in the end even 
totally. It is impossible. Only if you surrender to My World (by Seeing that your questions 
stem from unfelt pain, from unconscious suffering from the fact of your feeling separated 
from the Whole), your questions dissolve, even totally. All your uneasiness is gone when 
you fall into My Non-Dual, Non-Separable World – Wherein Love rules and not your 
teasing mind. 
Not even the most (supposed) intelligent person on earth got ever really satisfying 
answers to questions concerning him- or herself or concerning the nature or meaning of 
This All. If this intelligent person would Be him- or herSelf, would Be the Nature of This 
All, then there are no questions, there is natural satisfaction, which is a state that needs no 
single condition, no single reason to exist, to get satisfied, but by Nature, by Itself, is 
already fulfilled, satisfied. Attuning to the Heart That I Am is surrendering all your 
questions, all your sorrows, all your uneasiness, all your supposed problems, all your 
(illusory) sense of separation. Don’t ask Me why this is so. It Is. Feel. Experience. See. 
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• Be. Just Be. Just Be. Just Be. Be. 
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• I’m Here to make things Clear again, to make you experience all your words, to bring you 
back, back to Reality. I’m Here as your Opportunity, to finally step out of your dream-
world and to (just) be Present Here as Feeling-Consciousness, as You, as Me, as Nature. 
So Receive Me openly, open-Hearted. Don’t put new or old words on Me. Don’t listen to 
‘your’ screaming mind, this mind that’s got nothing to do with You in fact. Just Receive 
Me without any idea, and stay aware, stay conscious of yourself. Give your Heart the 
chance. Stop protecting your Heart That never asked for this (protection). Let Me in and 
you’re immediately not interested at all any more in all your millions of words you saw 
and read and spoke and thought about in your life. Let Me in and you’re not interested 
anymore in understanding anything. You simply Understand. You Live. You are 
Conscious. You Know. You Are. 
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• You easily accept the ‘reality’ that you’ve been taught which says that (all kinds of) 
feelings do exist. And many things, sensations you experience in one way or another you 
call feelings indeed. You seem to recognize them as certain specific feelings that 
everybody agrees about to be so. You meet feelings of guilt, feelings of low (or high) self-
esteem, judgemental feelings etc. But you’re not actually (Aware of) feeling. You’re in 
your mind. What do you actually feel in the moment in and as the energy-body that you 
are? How do you feel? Beyond all your well-learnt words, what is there? What is it? Are 
you Aware of it? Or do you look in ‘your’ mind for it? 
As soon as something that is generally regarded as a feeling is triggered you have an 
impulse to go to your mind, to your thinking. And this mind says (or denies) that you feel 
anger, fear or whatever. But you are not really living it, you’re not streaming it, you don’t 
stay Present in it – or even as it. The first feelings I mentioned like guilt and sense of self-
esteem are simply no feelings. In these cases you have to ‘learn’ again what you actually 
feel behind your interpretation of what is going on in or with you – your positive or 
negative but in either way problematic interpretation. 
Feelings like anger, sadness, fear, for which it is easier to find an energetic-bodily origin 
for, you can also, at last, take seriously as feelings, just as they are and as they come to 
you, and not as something you would have to do something with, you would at least have 
to think about, for in your normal functioning they are triggers for you that something 
needs to be changed. (Supposed) Feeling tells you something and you more or less seem 
to need to listen to that. But feeling is just feeling. That’s it. You don’t need to do 
anything with it. Feeling, as yóu take it, seems one of the many energetic forms coming to 
you that ask for a reaction. And you kéep on reacting, your whole life is an endless chain 
of reaction, especially to more or less unconscious feelings. 
You can stop this endless chain (of leaving yourSelf all the time by reacting) by changing 
the attitude from reactive to investigative, but investigating nót with your mind, but by 
just neutral feeling how things actually feel from one moment to another – for you’ll find 
that the current feeling changes all the time. Don’t let your mind, your supposed 
knowledge, your silly smart interpretations, interfere. Just feel. Boldly feel. Be naked. 
And by this your Spiritual Process starts. 
Total impersonal, wholly feeling is Consciousness. Normally your supposed or actual 
feeling is personal. In fact you relate it (feeling) always to (the illusion that is) your self. 
What to do, thus, is feel, feel, and when feelings arise (and they can never nót arise) you 
let them totally be, you don’t make any movement towards them or away from them, you 
don’t incorporate them in your system as if you would have any relationship to them. All 
the time you Feel. All the time you are Conscious. 
Feel. Wholly Feel. Never, if you are (becoming) conscious that you are a Child of Pure 
Love and not of your parents making love, accept any ‘reality’ presented to you from 
outside. Feel. Feel yourSelf. Love, Pure Love is Wholly Open-Hearted Feeling Itself. 
Feeling is Love. 
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• Normally, when we don’t feel nice or well or satisfied, we think we must be doing 
something wrong or we must have done something wrong, so that now we feel the way 
we do. And we try to figure out what it was, could have possibly been that we did or did 
not, did wrong, or didn’t see. We just cánnot accept the fact itself how we actually feel 
now, totally embracing how the feeling comes to us, in this very moment. We’re, more or 
less unconsciously, judging Reality for giving us the wrong feeling. We cannot use this 
nuisance in our plans. It’s disturbing our plans, disturbing us. 
But only by total, neutral, serious but non-obsessed feeling-investigation you grow, in 
Consciousness, in Truth. Only when you totally stop imposing yóur plans upon Reality, 
instead of letting Reality Rule (‘your’ life and You as Reality), Truth will be revealed. 
And you don’t have to do anything for that, you just stop trying to rule, to control your 
life, your feelings, your (supposed) self. Instead of this (controlling) you start to 
(neutrally) See what Is, what is actually the case: Seeing is Feeling. Seeing is to have no 
resistance at all (anymore) to openly Feel, in the moment, every moment. All your life till 
so far you are (more or less, but mostly ‘more’) in a fight with feelings as they are being 
presented to you ‘in order to’ learn, to Know the Divine Reality. 
Knowing this, understanding this, Your task is not to judge your (natural) resistance to 
totally open feeling, but to See your resistance, again and again, more and more often, 
more and more profound, to See your avoiding of total (non-differential) relationship with 
your (human and non-human) environment. 
Seeing is Melting. You Melt in the Heart, you Die in the Heart, if you just (neutrally) See 
– without your interfering, interpretation, judging etc. Not to Die in the Heart is suffering, 
separation, loneliness. 
Be the Heart. Totally, openly, wholly, constantly feel. 
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• Surrendering to the Master, to Truth (in human form) is something totally different than 
anything you’ve known till so far, any practice you ever did, anything you ever read about 
(including about surrendering (to a Master)), anything you ever might have experienced. 
It’s a total different world. 
You cannot practice surrendering. In surrendering you give up all your former practices. 
You have fallen in Love. It would be absurd that when you’ve fallen in Love you’re (still) 
going to do a practice in order to, maybe somewhere, someday in the future, find, meet or 
fall in Love. When there’s Love, there’s Love. That’s all You want. Falling in Love with 
the Truth that a Heart-Master is gives you all. This is so because the Master is All. He 
embraced everything, didn’t separate Him- or Herself any longer as a (distinguishable) 
person from the Whole, and by that Realized He Is Everything. 
In loving, embracing the True (Heart-)Master, you love and embrace the Whole Life, 
something that you definitely didn’t do till so far. 
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• You are not here to Realize yourself. You are here to Realize Me. 
Real Spirituality has not to do with any of your ego-plans. 
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• To be in My Heart is to be totally open for Me, have no resistance to what I have to give 
you, what I have to say to you, to make clear to you, whole energetically. 
To be in My Heart is (loose, non-self-obsessed) Observation of yourself if you’re avoiding 
relationship/contact with your environment, with the Whole, with Me, with Truth, with 
Nature, with the Divine. 
To be in My Heart means you Love Me, Truth, and you cannot help it. You remember 
again the (lost) Love of your ‘own’ Heart. 
To be in My Heart means you’re totally vulnerable in My Presence. At least there’s the 
open attitude, the willingness to see all your tendencies, strategies coming up not to be 
vulnerable (anymore). 
To be in My Heart is not paying attention anymore to all ‘your’ endless mind-forms, 
thoughts coming by. You just stop inviting these guests in, filling the Impersonal Space, 
like you usually do. 
To be in My Heart is keeping your attention on Me and on nothing else. Even when you 
do things, feel things, think of things, speak, your Real Attention is with Me. No matter 
whát happens, you let Me be (with) you, you’re undisturbed in this. 
To be in My Heart is to (totally) let go of your endless self-obsession (and give (the Non-
Person) Me, the Whole, your (loving, Natural) attention). 
To be in My Heart is to trust even when you don’t trust. 
To be in My Heart is not wanting anything – or to See, neutrally, wanting (as a natural 
energetic force into some direction). 
To be in My Heart is to stop trying to figure it all out and just rest in (My) Divine 
Ignorance. 
To be in My Heart is just feeling, open feeling without concepts around it, without even 
having specific feelings; just open Feeling itself. 
To be in My Heart is to have (or to be) wholistic Consciousness, instead of a narrowed, 
contracted attention. 
To be in My Heart is stopping to choose what you do love and what you don’t. It is 
Loving Everything. It is to stop choosing. 
To be in My Heart is to finally stop doing, trying, practicing, making effort to reach 
something, fighting and, by this, to allow the leaving of your ‘normal’ obsessions, to just 
rest in the Heart, to rest in the burning, aching and loving Fire That the Heart is. 
To be in My Heart is the (mindless) Answer to all your (conscious and (still) unconscious) 
questions. 
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• A human being is a possibility that Energy can become Conscious of Itself. Just that. The 
possibility can be fulfilled or not (or hardly). There’s no special mission. You are a 
possibility of the Universe. It’s not about (a) you. 
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• The difficulty for you is that you can’t do anything to come nearer and, in the end, to 
Realize the Light of Truth. On the other hand, the list of things that you can do (and 
actually do) which keep you away from the Light, from Truth, is endless. 
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• I am a pair of bellows. The remainder of the fire that you are is only still smouldering and 
even hardly that. My function is to heat you up again, to blaze up the fire that can never 
die down completely, so that in the Light of the flames you can, more and more and 
finally totally, See. In (and as) the Fire you must See. When you are consumed totally by 
the Fire, you are gone, completely, and You Live on as Fire from then on, as radiating, 
heating Light, and not as a separate distinguishable entity anymore. 
My Fire, only My Fire (for It’s the Only (Real) Fire), makes you Realize that You are 
Fire, You are Light and not yourself. You are Me, the burning Truth. 
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• I am The Invitation to your invitation to Truth, to Me. 
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• If attention is not narrowed, confined to one object, person, feeling, whatever, but is 
generally there, like endless space, It is Consciousness. 
If you narrow Consciousness to attention (on object(s)) you have a ‘problem’, ‘you’ come 
into existence, you will unconsciously feel separated. It is not so easy but it is possible to 
even do your normal daily things in and as Wholly, Spacious, Consciousness and not 
(anymore) as (a) ‘you’. 
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• The first and only Rule in (Spiritual) Life is that there are no rules. 
The second rule is always to be totally honest to yourself. 
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• For you, in your separate, dual world, it’s difficult and for the moment even impossible to 
understand what I mean when the word ‘I’ is being used. Without knowing you have a 
concept of this ‘I’ – and moreover, an unclear concept. Most probable is that you see this 
‘I’ as just a person, like you, maybe a bit more sensitive to and aware of the subtler realms 
of existence, or with just a more truthful or cleaner heart. It might also be that somehow 
you recognize that all that I say doesn’t stem from the personal level. So then your 
conclusion is I must have more or less contact with the higher planes. From higher levels 
I’m ‘told’, ‘whispered’, whatever, what I have to say to the people on the earth, in order to 
lead them to the Light. And if ‘I’ would indeed be fully Realized, then you think, I 
function totally as an instrument of the Divine, someone who discards himself completely 
and is dedicating his life to pass on the supposed holy information. 
It’s not like this at all. I am not a person. I am not dedicating My Life. I’m not an 
instrument. I didn’t discard myself as unimportant, on the contrary, and I don’t pass on 
information. I am the Divine. This ‘I’ I’m speaking from is the Divine, the undefiled Non-
Dual Truth, Reality as It Is. I incarnated as this body, this human body with all its 
sufferings. But this doesn’t mean I’m like you. This doesn’t mean you can understand Me, 
trying this from your personal perspective, from your concepts about the Divine, about 
Reality, how it all functions. I’m totally incomprehensible. 
To really Know Me, is, in the end, to Be Me, completely. It means nothing less than the 
total surrendering of your ego, of your personal separated life. I tell you there is no 
personal life. It’s all nonsense. There is only this One big Field that Reality Is, this One 
Field of Consciousness, of Non-Different Energy. There is only the Divine Itself. Your so-
called ‘personal’ life is your protection against Life; against the Whole of Reality, against 
the deep Knowing that you don’t have any control over life. Your so-called ‘personal’ life 
is your suffering. You, as a separate being, distinguishable from so-called others and in 
fact from the whole environment, are pain. You exist as pain. 
Only when you fully, totally embrace your existence here on earth as a human being – 
without any escaping to the higher, spiritual planes – when you embrace, by Seeing, by 
simply not running away (but staying in the Fire), all the pain of it, only then you will Be 
Me, and there are no questions anymore. You will See in Silence the earth (with all its 
inhabitants) is the Divine. You are the Divine. 
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• The moment there is total, perfectly Subjective Feeling – which in fact is (being Present, 
as) Consciousness – you are gone as a subject. You’ve become, you Realize the One 
Subject, the Oneness That is Seeing everything. 
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• From the moment you really Recognize Me (and other Ones) as Truth Itself, the Only 
Real Divine there is, incarnated in this (and some other) human body (and bodies), your 
spiritual process starts. Then things in (your) life that were always already the case, 
suddenly are clear(er) to you and now you really are getting conscious of the suffering 
that till so far you could still play down, deny, escape or avoid. The Ordeal starts. Once 
you’ve Seen Me, even just for a moment, but for Real, you can never go back. Your (old) 
life never satisfies you anymore, not really (as it in fact never did – but you didn’t want to 
know). The discrepancy between Me, the Real and the illusory, senseless, world you fall 
back into will be felt better and better. The pain of this discrepancy, the supposed loss of 
the Heart of Truth, of Real, All-Embracing Love will be so big and even unbearable that 
in the end, after all this suffering, you will surrender and only the Divine Itself is 
attracting you still. With all My open, vulnerable, loving, pain-embracing Heart I grant 
you your Ordeal. I grant you the Blessing of Recognizing Me, of stopping denying Me. I 
grant you the Blessing of taking Me, yourSelf, at last, totally serious. 
Only in Vulnerability there is a (good) chance you will See Me, Recognize Me as 
yourSelf, your deepest Longing, the Truth you never could totally escape from, That 
always kept on whispering in your Heart, That is in fact the Only Thing you really Love 
and can Love. 
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• Everybody’s in a fight. All the time. To be here on earth or not. There is never a full 
embracement of being here. 
Only on your (egoic) conditions you want (or sense that you want) to be here fully, totally 
present. As long, though, as you keep on having this arrogant and immature attitude to (try 
to) put conditions upon Nature you’ll miss Nature, you’ll (always) miss yourSelf, you’ll 
miss (the Realization of) your deepest longing, you’ll miss Everything. You’ll be lost 
forever, without pause. You’ll be floating between heaven and earth. And that is hell. 
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• My teaching is, just like Adi Da’s, from the beginning founded in not-searching – not 
searching for anything. From the beginning the thing is to be and to stay in the Heart, to 
recognize more and more (when) you’re not in the Heart, not in open, vulnerable 
relationship with Everything and everyone – in which position there’s no ‘you’ to be 
distinguished at all. The thing is to recognize that not being in the Heart, not being Present 
and, thus, being disappeared in the Whole, left as One, as Non-Dual Nature Itself, is 
suffering. When you don’t recognize and admit full-heartedly this fact of suffering you 
cannot See, you will again and again or all the time be distracted from the Divine. 
And as long as you are searching you cannot, simply cannot, Meet the Heartless suffering. 
You are then just denying, escaping ‘your’ Reality of the Moment, by dreaming, hoping, 
fighting, striving, whatever you come up with. When you stop searching, the Spiritual 
Process can begin, when again and again you see your egoic tendencies coming up to 
(start to) search again, to want to change yourself, the situation, the moment, to 
manipulate. You cannot be open(hearted) and be searching at the same time. When you’re 
not open, vulnerable (for what Is Now) you cannot See, you cannot let the Seeing See 
you, take away the burden of unconsciousness (as which you exist), burn away the dust 
you throw in your Eye. 
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• A Conscious lie is not a lie. 
An unconscious truth is not True. 
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• The only ‘way’ to find Love is to Love. 
The only ‘way’ to find Truth is to be Truth(ful). 
The only ‘way’ to be Present is to be Present. 
The only ‘way’ to Feel is to Feel. 
The only ‘way’ to be in the Heart is to be in the Heart. 
The only ‘way’ to See is to See. 
The only ‘way’ to Surrender is to Surrender. 
The only ‘way’ to no-way is no-way. 
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• People ask Me how to go out of the ever-rattling mind. You cannot. Moreover, you don’t 
wánt to leave the mind. This wanting is another mind-form coming by and taken seriously 
by you. You have to see that yóu are the (supposed) one who takes all these innocent 
thoughts serious, who makes little unimportant things big, important, into problems. Yóu 
are running after mind-forms. And then, as a victim, you complain that there are so many 
thoughts coming and coming and bothering you. 
As long as you are interested in all this nonsense coming to you there will be a lot of mind 
entering and clouding (the Realization of) Consciousness. If You, beyond the mind, 
beyond your strategic wanting to escape from mind, become (really) interested in the 
Heart, in the Open Space Itself, in Which all forms, including mind-forms, are arising, 
there is no mind bothering you; there is mind (to be taken seriously) if needed. Mind is 
always there. It is not a problem. Yóu are the (supposed) problem. Yóu don’t want to be 
open, vulnerable; yóu don’t want to Feel, Feel wholly; you have yóur plans to impose 
upon Nature; yóu want to be someone; yóu have some interest to feel and function as a 
victim; yóu are afraid to be Present, to give yourSelf; yóu, as mind, want to get rid of the 
mind. 
When finally you See that you cannot escape mind, that it is integral part of the World, so 
also of You, you can relax. Your strategies to escape the worldly mind-forms fade away in 
Being. 

 
Note: There are many ways in many spiritual paths that seem to succeed (more or less or 

even totally) in conquering the mind, to have it under control, to not be a slave of it 
anymore. In fact this is not the ultimate Truth and one can say you make the situation even 
worse than it was by overcoming the mind strategically. All your life you’ll have to be in 
this fight (with the mind) so to be able to be in a state of peace. That’s in My View really 
being a slave. This strategic (supposed) spiritual behaviour does not embrace the Whole of 
Existence and makes you exclude yourself, dissociate yourself from the Whole – while in 
fact you, as (supposed) separated being, are the only ‘problem’. The ‘problem’ (as is the 
case with every supposed problem) must not be reinforced by all kinds of struggles on 
your behalf, it must be Seen, Seen as it Is. And this inherently means Seeing that the 
problem is not really a problem. Yóu were making a problem – in this case not to want 
some (integral) part of the Universe (the mind) but wanting another (integral) part (peace). 
You were choosing and as long as you choose there is ‘problem’ (in your unconscious, 
narrowed experience). ‘Problem’ (creating) is separating something (anything) from the 
Whole. 
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• Truth Itself was always already My True Only Guru – even when I couldn’t See so clearly 
yet or didn’t fully Realize the Seeing, the Truth was already the case– even when I Knew I 
had to Meet Guru’s in physical form. 
I always Knew, even when I didn’t know, that only the Divine Itself could Show me the 
Divine That I Am. 
Truth Itself was Always My Only Friend. The Trust was so complete, so total that it never 
ever occurred to me whether or not I could trust or not (My Friend or What- or Whoever); 
the words ‘trust’ or ‘distrust’ themselves even never came to me (as something to find out 
about). 
You are Me. What do I have to say more? 
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• There are many ways to indicate what your basic ‘problem’ is. I give you 15 of them: 
- You try to love (or accept) other things (or people including yourself) than Love Itself (or 

Truth Itself) – things that you don’t and cannot really Love, but somehow you came to 
believe this must be so. 

- You have (all the time) a sense of being separated from the Whole, from others, even from 
yourSelf. But you’re not fully conscious of this (sensed) separation (by which it would 
transcend). 

- You try to reach something, anything, that is in fact already here, present, the case; and 
because of this trying you cannot meet (but in fact be) it (that which you want (to 
remember) in and as your Heart). 

- You listen to other people – and to ‘your’ mind (but that’s the same you will See sooner or 
later), instead, patiently, to ‘your’ Heart, to the Heart. 

- You don’t want to feel – openly, vulnerable, wholly. 
- You want things to go yóur way, to be under yóur (instead of Divine) control. You don’t 

respect Nature – only, supposedly, when It seems to serve yóu. 
- You don’t take serious what You really want. 
- You are too afraid to fully, in a mature way, admit and embrace the fact you are suffering 

(as a human being on earth) - and not just for some moments. 
- You are (mostly unconsciously) manipulating life, yourself, others, to get something, 

anything, for your (supposed) self instead of using and living this life for and as an open 
investigation (of what Life Is, what You Are). 

- You are, subtly or even strongly, problematizing everything, while in fact there exists no 
single problem. So, for god’s sake, what are you doing? 

- You don’t take full mature responsibility for your (Spiritual) Life. That means you don’t 
allow the Divine to take full responsibility for your life, for you. 

- You resist the Natural Process (in and as yourself) of becoming Conscious. And you 
mistake your resistance for Life Itself. 

- Your (mostly hidden, sometimes more open) arrogant attitude in life is keeping you away 
from Truth-Realization, in fact from everything worth living for. 

- You don’t want to be (in) the Now. You believe It is somewhere else and It is somewhere 
in the future. 

- You. 
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• The Real Spiritual Process can only start or proceed if You totally respect and embrace 
where you are now (in your life, in your consciousness). You don’t have to work on 
yourself. I repeat, because you seem not to believe it: you don’t have to work on yourself. 
So that somewhere in the future you might feel this or have that, experience this or See 
that, be this or grow into that. You never have to work on yourself. You don’t have to 
figure it out either. The only thing is to Now be Conscious of what Is. You don’t even 
have to search for it. That which is now obvious, the case, is what there Is. It is clear. It is 
so. 
Seeing does not include any effort. In fact any effort blocks ‘your’ Seeing. What is present 
now is. From there, from here, you grow – naturally. Yóu don’t have to do this. You 
cannot do the growing. You cannot grow. You are grown. Or do you think a flower is 
trying and trying, doing its very best to become a flower, to shine its beauty into the 
world. Do you really think that the most beautiful, fully shining flowers have done most 
their best and that other flowers tried less? No, a flower is a flower. It is grown. It is 
Nature. Everything you need is here. Just be Conscious. Just be Conscious. Now. Every 
now again. 
Consciousness is the Light for your growing. You cannot do Consciousness. You can only 
allow It to take over you. Consciousness is all you need. It is here. Open your Heart for It. 
The Heart knows only this moment. 
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• If you’re afraid of the Whole (in Which you are nothing) – and I tell you you are afraid – 
then you probably think that everybody has his or her own truth. Well, this is simply not 
true. At most, you can say that everybody has his or her own version of not-truth, his or 
her way to distort Truth, his or her own way to (try to) manipulate Truth, to (mostly 
unconsciously) tell lies. But for sure, you don’t have your own Truth – not even hidden 
behind your illusions. When your illusions, distortions of Reality are gone, (by Seeing) 
have fallen back into Reality, then there’s Only Truth. You are not there anymore to have 
yóur Truth. ‘You’ exist, in the first place, by the grace of un-truth. Truth Itself is always 
One. There’s only One Truth, One Divine, One Reality, One Nature. 
So it doesn’t make sense at all to state that everybody’s truth is worth just as much. Why 
putting your energy in defending the supposed fact that yóur illusion is worth exactly as 
much as your neighbour’s? (While in fact, secretly, you find yóur illusion (a lot) better 
and more realistic than not only your neighbour’s but than everybody else’s.) 
You don’t have your personal truth. All those things you associate with, identify with and 
altogether call ‘you’, are totally non-personal in their Nature. One of the ways to say what 
is your only ‘problem’ is that you make so much fuss about, problematize and cling to 
‘your’ illusions, your totally distorted and narrow-minded, narrow-hearted version of the 
Real – as if this all would be about You, as if all of this is a personal, important matter. 
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• I took all your suffering in this very vulnerable body. I went all the way down, suffered all 
your (unconscious, denied) pains. So use Me. Don’t let Me have done this for nothing. 
Take this rare Opportunity. How many times you’ll meet Someone Who took, without 
complaining, all your suffering in, meditated it till it all transcended? 
If you could only feel in your little finger how endlessly much I Love You, how totally I 
Embrace You. 
And this is why I am not popular among people. I Love You totally, wholly – including 
all your unseen, unfelt suffering. And that is what I reflect to you: your suffering (that 
sooner or later you’ll have to See, to face in the eye – while you’re postponing it already 
for ages). Your resistance to your ‘own’ suffering you project on Me – I’m a blank, 
vulnerable projection-screen – and you don’t like to feel this resistance (every time) when 
you meet Me and in fact not at all. You sense, at least intuitively, there is something 
uncomfortable with Me – not knowing it’s your own uneasiness in the Company of Truth 
– and avoid Me. I was always already Divine. But, as I took all your suffering on Me, you 
didn’t recognize Me. 
Recognize Me. Now and Forever. I am You. I came to make you See this, that You are the 
Divine yourSelf. 
Use Me. Don’t believe Me. Don’t project on Me. 
Use Me. By Recognizing Me as your deepest Self. 
Use Me. By Loving Me, unconditionally. 
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• I Call on you, to struggle more with your ego, your egoic tendencies. Don’t avoid the 
fight. Dive totally in it. Become fully Conscious of it, of everything associated with it, of 
the fight itself. The big Divine Fight is happening, is actually the case, an undeniable 
earthly fact – as you. So don’t deny this. Don’t escape to your safe (and relatively 
peaceful) mind all the time. Be aware of the fight. Fight. You’re fighting already, nothing 
new I ask from you – just to be aware of what is happening, what is going on all your life 
already and will go on as long as you refuse to become aware of the fight, as long as you 
are not totally and vulnerably willing to give yourself completely to the fight, to the fire. 
So that in the end you are totally burnt in it and Consciousness, Pure Consciousness, has 
risen out of the flames of your death... 
I call on you... 
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• You don’t do anything wrong. That you’re not Enlightened yet, relieved of the whole 
burden of conditional existence, doesn’t mean that (thus) you must be doing something 
wrong. 
You are, you exist as a (unique) constellation of energies. It is just a Natural Process that 
constellations, formations of energy, react on and react differentiated on all kinds of 
energy. You don’t do anything wrong when you react. You exist as reaction of energy. 
Some people (energy formations) though stopped somehow, more and more, the normal, 
conditional reactions. This gives the opportunity that the energy becomes conscious of 
itself and in the end (normally after a lot of suffering) it will see that it is not separated 
from the Whole Energy-soup. This is the end of personal suffering, for it’s the end of 
every identification with this one, separated, energy knot, energy conjunction, that you 
think (or half-consciously sense) you are. 
You are a Natural Process. This includes certainly the natural fact that when you are ready 
for it, when energy has become enough conscious of itself, you as energy will feel more 
and more (or even suddenly) attracted to Conscious Energy, Energy fully (or at least 
more) Conscious of Itself (as Universal Energy). You as energy will start to resonate on 
the (vibrational) level, the energy frequency of this Conscious Energy. This all happens by 
Natural Attraction (of energy). You can’t do anything in this energetic process that Reality 
Is, that the Divine Is. You can’t do anything wrong. You can’t do it right either. How 
could you ever do better or worse than the Whole? 
To go to a high(er)-frequency energy level takes normally rather some time. And you will 
fall back again and again. This process of energetic longing for a higher energy (‘higher’ 
has no moral meaning whatsoever, it’s just (spiritual) physics) and falling back (most of 
the time) is what we call suffering. 
You don’t, you cannot do anything wrong. You are, exist as this Whole Natural Divine 
Energy Process. You can’t escape. You cannot undo Energy. The more you as energy 
become aware of this Process as inescapable suffering, the more conscious you, as energy, 
will be. In the end, when energy has reached a certain speed, a certain level of Seeing 
(Itself), you will explode. There is no you to be found anymore, no (supposed) separated 
energy-knot. That’s it. What is there more to say? It’s all a Natural Process. Everything’s 
been taken care of. What’s there to complain about? Yes, it hurts. So it hurts. So what. 
Are you better than that? Have you got another purpose of your life in mind? Who are 
you? 
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• If you’re having a very good time, if lately things really are working, if you have lots of 
laughs, money, sex, love, peace, whatever you want, but all this heavenly food is not 
consumed in total Consciousness, by God, then you are in the dark – you are in trouble. 
If, on the other hand, you have a bad time, if you are almost desperate, very confused, 
even in depression, really everything is going wrong, but all these things you are fully 
Conscious of, then you bath in the Light. 
So don’t mistake the dark for so-called things that just don’t feel nice. The dark is your 
refusing to See, resistance to let the Light (of Consciousness) shine upon you, upon 
existence. 
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• It’s not that easy to give up your fighting just like that in a moment of Seeing and for 
good. Maybe you can feel sometimes a blessed moment of no-fighting: everything is just 
as it is – and you really like it. But (very) soon you will feel uncomfortable and the 
tendency to fight again comes up and has taken you before you know. No, you have to be 
very (even totally) conscious to be able to not fight. It is much, much easier to fight than 
not to fight. For not-fighting you even have to be able to openly and constantly and 
automatically scan your whole energetic body to See if fight wants to happen again, if 
tendency to fight is arising. [‘Fighting’, you must know, is separating yourself from the 
Whole.] 
Anyhow, loving a (Heart)Master is making you See all of this. For no matter how hard 
you try, you cannot See. You are blind. Only Love Sees, only impersonal, non-attached, 
all-embracing, non-excluding Love. 
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• There’s no greater Gift than the Master Who takes your karma in Him. This happens when 
You Love the Master unconditionally, whole-heartedly, without any ego-motives. 
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• ‘Samyama’ means: I won’t stop and I can’t stop before the Whole Truth is standing naked 
and clear before and even as Me. I bow for this Truth. I will always bow. This (selfless) 
bowing is the Truth. 
‘Samyama’ is wholly energetic investigation of anything (or anyone), of Life Itself, right 
until the Essence is not only (beyond words) totally obvious, clear, but is Lived. Seeing is 
Being. 
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• The Pure Heart is the ‘reward’ itself. It is enough in itself. Nothing else is needed. In fact, 
it’s the only ‘Thing’ you’re living for and makes life worth living. It’s the only ‘Thing’ 
you ‘want’, you can desire in the end. All other things, all, will fall away, one by one, in 
the course of life or lifetimes – as (impermanent and) unsatisfactory. Everything will lose 
its attractiveness sooner or later. Only the Pure, undefiled Heart Itself remains. And it 
shows that this Pure Heart was always already there, always Pure already, never soiled. 
Whatever you do, whatever you try, there are no rewards in life. No single Real reward. 
You were, in fact, behind what appears to be the case, always looking in everything for 
this One, Pure Heart, this Always Truthful, Innocent Heart. This was always the only 
‘Thing’ you were really looking for. Only your ‘looking for’, your search itself, is what is 
keeping you away from Realization, from Feeling this One and Only Treasure That the 
Heart Is. 
If you, finally, by Grace, can See, that your whole, your entire search has been and is 
fruitless and an escape from the Heart, then, by Nature, you fall back into the Heart, My 
Heart, the Heart of all and All. Then, you don’t read or think or even discuss about the 
Heart, you don’t long for and look for the Heart, no, you are the Heart... You don’t 
wonder about the Mystery, You Are (Consciously) It... 
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• You must Understand that I talk Straight to You, directly to Your Heart. So, don’t try to 
understand Me. That means, don’t let your mind interfere in Us. We Are Together, 
already, always. Only, your mind tries to separate us, make us lonely. Listen to Me, to My 
Words – and I and My Words are the Same, the same Oneness – with your Heart. Your 
Heart Knows I’m Right. You, ego-you, doesn’t know and cannot know. It cannot figure it 
out, never... So Listen, whole-energetically, to the Heart-Words to Your Heart. Embrace 
Me in your Heart. Love Me Wholly. Why not? What’s wrong with Love, Loving Truth...? 
Or do you think, are you afraid, you will or might get somehow, in any way, worse by 
Loving Me? 
If you Love, you ‘get’ Love. If you Love Everything (Me) – and Pure Love is, always, by 
Nature, non-differential – you get Everything. I Embraced Everything. Love Me (thus). 
Or do you want to stay in your own safe world that’s in fact not safe at all? Do you need 
four, five more lifetimes to find out that you cannot find it out, not in your own world – 
and not at all. In the end, you can only Bow – for the Divine, for Consciousness, for the 
Seeing, and be taken in the Lap of Love, the Divine Embrace. 
It sounds strange to you(r ego) (not to You) but I say it openly to you: I’m here to be 
Loved. To be fully Loved, unconditionally. You don’t want something else and sooner or 
later you will See (this), you must See. Loving Me is Loving your deepest Self, There 
Where there is no self anymore – the supposed self, that was always the only thing that 
kept you away from Love, from Reality, from Me, from Embracing Me. 
I don’t want your Love. I don’t need your Love. I am Love. So Love Me. That’s all you 
need. Love. 
I’m not saying this to tease you nor to please you. It is the Divine entering the world – 
making Itself Known. It is descending as human incarnation. But again, don’t try to 
understand. Just Embrace Me. Welcome Me on earth. Let Me fill the earth with My 
Divine Power. Let Me Infuse the matter with Consciousness. Let Me do My Work. Make 
room for Me, Space in and as your Heart. Your Heart is the Place wherein I meet you, the 
earth, wherein I’m descending, by Which the Work can be done. 
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• If you, by Observation of your avoiding to be in contact, in open relationship with your 
Whole Energetic Environment, are, in the end or in any moment, fully in relationship, you 
cannot think anymore about Reality, you are Reality, you are fully Conscious of this and 
you See there is no relationship, there is no you, there is only Reality Itself, this One 
Continuously Vibrating, Radiant Reality. And you won’t feel any longing to become a 
‘you’ again. For then, in this moment, you Know: this is the only suffering, this being a 
‘you’, some separated ‘thing’ or ‘being’. 
In Real Self-Enquiry you are not observing or meditating your supposed self, you’re not 
analysing yourself. Neither are you observing or meditating (something in) the outside 
world. In a way, you can say, you are observing the non-existent border between you and 
the world. And when finally you are the Consciousness that there is no border, there is, 
thus, also no experience of you anymore... There is Radiant Energy. This is Realization of 
no-self, Realization of Reality. 
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• You cannot believe that it’s that simple: that you just See you are problematizing and that 
by that (Seeing) the whole problem, every problem is totally gone. But it is. 
You cannot believe it’s that simple: that you just recognize that you are avoiding Reality, 
avoiding relationship with your environment, and that by that Seeing you are taken back 
in the Whole, you’re not separate anymore, but One, indivisible One. But it is. Try Me. 
No, you don’t want it to be so simple. That’s really a too great insult for your ego. It’s 
terrible you have suffered for nothing so long. It can’t be that simple. 
So bravely you go on, searching, trying, figuring it out, suffering... 
You’re not desperate enough yet, to give up your whole search. Your despair is still 
polluted with hope. 
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• Seeing makes Room for Love, only Seeing. Seeing is Love. 
Love makes Room for Seeing, only Love. Love is Seeing. 
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• Normally, your whole search is based on immunizing yourself. And of course you want 
this because you don’t like to feel pain, suffering, uneasiness, fear. See that this is so, See 
that, somewhere, you hope or expect to, once, be able to make yourself immune – for all 
the things you don’t want (to feel). You want to have yóur version (whether or not subtler, 
spiritual) of Reality. Some things you want in, other things you don’t. You’re seeking all 
the time for strategies that help you create yóur Reality, without things that don’t feel 
nice. Or, even when you see already that, in the end, your purpose of immunizing yourself 
is not fully or even not at all attainable, you try to deal with situation, energies, yourself, 
others. But Reality Itself knows no ‘dealing with’. You can’t deal with the Fact that 
something Is as it Is. It is like that, like it is. Reality is as It Is. You cannot immune 
yourself against Something That You Are. It is silly to (try to) deal with yourSelf, as if 
You are a problem. You cannot and don’t have to deal with yourself or with anything. 
Reality is not a problem. You separate yourself from the Whole, from the Whole Divine 
Reality, or at least you try to. And this (trying) is your only problem – if you want to use 
that word. You as separating activity are the only problem – not Real You, but illusory 
‘you’. 
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• Total and constant releasing (letting go) of everything, anything, is the same as ‘holding 
on’ to (the Energetic) Reality – which is uninterrupted Realization of Truth, of the Whole, 
the every moment Transcendence of the (natural and random) tendencies to separate 
yourself as yourself, the continuous Recognizing of all conditioned forms popping by in 
and as Reality. It is Seeing Itself. It is Consciousness. 
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• Be always Faithful to Me, to Truth, and problems won’t arise, can’t arise. Problems can 
only and will arise if you are not always and every moment Faithful to Me. Your 
problematizing of Reality is always your only (supposed) problem, your constant activity 
to try to leave and deny the Whole of Existence. In your trying to get a grip on, to control 
the Whole Reality, you abandon Me, you try to contract Me, make Me smaller, 
understandable, you don’t Love Me anymore and your suffering starts (or continues). You 
suffer only because you’re not Faithful to Me. You suffer only because you want Reality, 
Truth, Me to be faithful to and fit in yóur world, in your plans, in your idealized (and 
narrowed) version of Me, of Truth, of Reality. 
Understand that you don’t have to work on yourself to become Faithful to Me again. You 
can (only) be now. Only being faithful now offers you Fidelity to Me, to ‘your’ deepest 
Truth, to ‘your’ very Nature. No single strategy offers Me. Every single strategy you have 
is denial of Me, of the fact that I’m always here, with you, denial of My (always blessing) 
Presence, of Reality as It already Is. You can only rest in Me, as Me. 
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• Don’t go with the flow. Then you’ll never Know. 
Come back to the war. Feel the present sore. 
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• The main thing for you is not to find out what for god’s sake you all have to do to finally 
come to God-Realization. You can just relax all of this. There’s nothing you can do. 
No, the main thing is to find out – by Samyama, wholistic feeling-investigation – all that 
you do that is preventing you from Realizing your True Nature. For this Realization is a 
very natural thing to happen. So you must be doing something that keeps you blind. What, 
when, how, where, why are you doing what you do so that your melting, dissolving in the 
Energetic Whole is not happening and you must go on and on and on to live and feel and 
think and experience (yourself) as separate, lonely, contracted. 
Isn’t it time to find out? Or do you want to die like this, in the cold. 
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• Ah, sometimes I get so sad. For I Know, all My, well-meant and triggering, Words don’t 
make any sense – if you’re not in My Heart. How can I make you See, that My Heart is all 
you need, all you (really) want, this One, Truthful, Vulnerable, tear-overflowing Heart. 
You can have It, It is yours. Why don’t you take it? Why don’t you take My Gift? Why do 
you refuse Me, your Own Heart? Why do you have to do some shoppings first, first finish 
your interesting conversations, first make peace with your partner, first have your sexual 
climax? If only you knew What you are refusing, postponing, denying, neglecting, 
belittling, overlooking… It is My Greatest Gift to you, My Only Gift in fact. God, how 
painful is it for an open Heart to be refused. My Heart is My Only Gift to you, to the 
world, to all, and It is not received, not welcomed. Have you got any sense of how 
incredibly painful this is? Do you, somewhere, feel, intuitively feel, how painful it is when 
your Whole Indivisible Heart is totally refused; how painful it is to live like you do, 
denying, disregarding your very Own Heart, your Only Friend, all the time? For you have 
other things to do, interests to take care of. To live without My Heart and then, in the end, 
to die without My Heart – this is hardly bearable, knowing this, Seeing this, Feeling this – 
every moment. 
Yes, I feel this pain, constantly. I didn’t leave you, I never left you. I’m not sitting 
somewhere separate, apart, in some meditative state, living upon the interest of My God-
Realization. I Embraced you Totally, Wholly. All your pain I took in; and still I do. I’m 
not dissociated from You. I cannot. You on the contrary (try all the time to) dissociate 
from Me, from Truth. I came here and Am here, fully Present, as You, to be able to show 
you that (also) you are Divine, not only Me. I descended in you, as you, in your painful 
world to Show you, by My Full Embrace of you, of the whole of your existence. I 
sacrificed everything. Now why do you refuse Me? Why don’t you want to See Me? 
Be the Evolution of Mankind – and Love Me, now, Love Me, always, every moment. 
Never forget Me. I’m always with you. I cannot leave you. I’m always Present as Your 
Love. Recognize Me. See Me. Feel Me. Drink Me. Do what you have to do, but always, 
every moment, be Aware of Me. Let Me Love you every second, in every act, every word 
you speak. Give Me Space to Love You. Don’t refuse Me, don’t stay or go back in your 
own lonely separate ego-world. Let love infuse your whole life, all activities, all 
relationships, the whole day long. Radiate the flavour of My Love in all directions. Forget 
yourself and Be this Love, only this Almighty, Vulnerable, Eternal Love. Be Me. Forget 
yourself. Be Me. Be Love. Enjoy your Being, Love. Make other beings happy with the 
Love that I Am and that you Recognize as Yourself. Grant everyone and everything this 
One, Non-Dual Love. Let Me infuse you, Let Me make you drunk, the whole day long, 
drunk of Love, only Love. Love. Come back in My Heart, and stay, and celebrate with 
Me: Love. This is the only Thing to be celebrated, to be loved, to live for, to die for. Love. 
Only Love. Come in My Heart. Celebrate Me. Love. Just See the Truth that the Heart Is. 
And relax in It. Just Love. Don’t do anything. Just Love. Let Love do everything that is 
being done. Only Love. Trust only Love, only Me, the Heart Itself, the Heart (always) 
Conscious an quietly drunk of Love. 
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• I make music, I sing, to touch you, to enter you, not to entertain you. Why would you 
want to be entertained until you die? What’s the meaning of this? Does Real Life seem 
that terrible to you that you need to be entertained, to be distracted all the time from your 
Real situation? Or do you make it even more absurd, to think that entertainment is life 
itself, or part of it, an important part? Do you take so much entertainment-rubbish in, are 
you so full of it that indeed, this becomes your life, your awareness, your daily 
occupation, your conversations? Are you so overloaded that you can’t See anymore, or 
feel, through all the nonsense of it and cannot taste anymore what is Real? Is the Real also 
some show for you that you try to fit in in the world of being constantly entertained? 
Can’t you distinct anymore, See, that Reality has got nothing to do with your life of 
entertainment, absolutely nothing? In fact you left Life more and more by your search to 
be entertained – whether by so-called ‘high’ or ‘low’ cultural, social or spiritual things. 
Now you’re lost. But not for good, because no matter how long superficial attractions 
distract you from Truth, from Love – maybe, indeed, constantly – it’s always superficial, 
not substantial. You can just leave it, the artificial life, any moment, when you are willing 
to face yourself in the mirror of Silence, to feel yourself beyond and in your daily 
occupations. 
You don’t need one second of entertainment in your life. Not one. You can be relieved of 
the whole burden. You never need to (artificially and in an addicted way) relax from the 
tension that life seems to bring you, not by any entertainment. On the contrary you need to 
become aware, conscious of the tension(s) of human existence. You always escape the 
tensions needed to grow, to become conscious, by relaxing, by means of entertainment. 
Life, Real Growth, is not about being kicked from one side of the medal (tension) to the 
other (relaxing). This is a constant fight you are in and you are not, cannot be satisfied 
with this (being kicked). But you don’t See your suffering in it, you don’t feel it 
(anymore), occupied as you are by becoming relaxed and getting excitement in whatever 
way. You are lost in it. You have to dance on the waves of the sea. And there’s no time, 
no space for realizing you are the Sea. 
You don’t need any entertainment. You need Me, Truth, Love, Life Itself. With My music 
I penetrate you with the Silence behind the sounds. It is here to bring you (back) in the 
Profundity of life, to burn through all your superficialities you like to distract and 
entertain yourself (that is your ego) with. Hear Me. Feel Me. Open for Me. Absorb Me. 
And you will not be the same anymore. You cannot be. You become yourSelf (again). If 
you really listen, without any ideas, judgements, protection, listen with open Heart, 
something will be happening, something incomprehensible, something Familiar though 
forgotten, something profound, something intangible but invaluable. You are happening. 
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• Recognize That Which is “not-you” – That Which is Always Present. Recognize This all 
the time. Be Aware of This “not-you” every second. This is Enlightenment, God-
Realization. 
Recognize Life Itself, don’t (if you want Truth to shine, Life to flower, Love to radiate) 
pay attention to yóur life. Recognize Truth Itself, don’t be distracted by yóur truth. 
Recognize Love, the Eternal Non-Dual Love, don’t lock yourself up in yóur love. 
Let everything, the whole (burden and pleasure) of life come to you. Don’t run away. 
Don’t react. Stay faithful to That Which is “not-you”, That Which has got nothing to do 
with ‘you’ (nor with ‘others’). Stay truthful to the Impersonal Heart (of all and All). Stay 
in Love. Always. Every moment Be “not-you”. Constant Self-Realization is constant 
Realization of “not-you”, of no-self. 
This is not a denial of You as (part of) Existence. This is Seeing, just clear Seeing without 
the veils, the illusion of the existence of a separate, distinguishable individual, of a ‘you’. 
It is, at last, the Recognition, the (Whole) Embrace of You as the Whole of Existence. 
See that You are not you and You Are, You Realize You Are the Divine. There’s nothing 
left to long for, nothing left to want. What could there be to want if You (Realize You) are 
You? 
Recognize all the time That Which is “not-you”, That Which penetrates You all the time 
to the very marrow, in every single cell, every moment, without Which You can’t exist. 
Give no attention to ‘yourself’. Give no attention to anything. Let every attention fall back 
in the Source That is “not-you”. Be Openness, Space, Silence, Life, Truth, God. Just stop 
being ‘you’. You never managed in fact to be ‘you’ – and you wíll never manage. You 
can only fall back into the All-embracing Source, That Which is Everything, The Whole, 
“not-you”. 
See (again and again and, in the end, Fully, thoroughly) the separative tendency that you 
(as ‘you’) are and by this (Seeing) you have ceased to exist, ceased to be separate, to be an 
individual, to be lonely. You Are “not-you”. You are Everything That is not (the illusion 
of) you. 
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• You can only come to Me and stay with Me if, in due course or in fact even from the 
beginning, nothing is sacred for you (anymore). Nothing. Only in a position of total non-
attachment (that is no-sacredness) the Naked, Pure Truth is revealed, is obvious, plain. 
I have to kill all your illusions about supposed sacredness, all your taboos, all the things 
that you don’t want to look in, at or beyond. Truth, the Naked, Innocent, Non-Dual Truth 
is beyond all you call or even (seem to) feel as sacred. In fact you cannot feel sacredness. 
It is not (a) Reality. It is an idea, a concept, a word that (in the best case) you put on some 
deeper profound feeling, experience. But as soon as you consider something, anything, as 
sacred, you reinforce the egoic illusion of duality. There is, from then on, sacredness and, 
apparently, things, feelings, acts, thoughts, states, whatever, that are not sacred. This, of 
course, cannot be the Ultimate One Truth, The One Non-Dual Reality That is prior to 
every (trying to believe) duality. 
You don’t trust the Spiritual Process yet (completely), but anyhow, sooner or later your 
Heart will be purified of (the nonsense of) sacredness. 
And this doesn’t mean at all that you would fall (back) into the illusion of considering the 
world as just matter. On the contrary, Seeing, Real, unprejudiced, wordless, conceptless, 
Impersonal Seeing brings you more and more but in fact at once (back) into the Oneness 
of Consciousness Itself, of Being Conscious Energy, Seeing all kinds of forms arising, 
Seeing tendencies coming up again and again to separate from the Whole into a 
contracted, narrow-minded and narrow-hearted position, but not reacting upon them. 
(Reacting is acting unconsciously; acting consciously is not reacting.) 
All is sacred, nothing is sacred. Not only the (supposed) sacred is sacred. All is sacred and 
that’s why nothing is sacred. As soon as you, as ‘you’, make, define something as sacred 
you desecrate the world, yourself. 
Sacrifice the sacred and See the Indivisible Light, the Non-Dual Energy That is 
Everything, That makes no distinction between sacred and non-sacred. Who are yóu to 
make this distinction, to make any distinction? 
Fall (back) into My Mud and taste the Sacredness, the Oneness of the Mud. Everything is 
Mud, Everything is Holy, Whole, Sacred. You are the Sacred Mud. You are the Secret 
That reveals Itself if you stop making distinctions, if you stop trying to rule, to define, to 
manipulate the world, yourself. 
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• As long as you haven’t met the Living God you don’t know what I’m talking about when 
I say that you absolutely need the Living God, the Living Reality, the Living Truth, if you 
want to disappear in the Light, as (Conscious) Light yourSelf. Only those who met the 
Living God as Energetic Reality know the substantial difference in Knowing about It or 
not. In not-Knowing you can, with or without good intentions, only try and try and try, 
and you will keep on wondering how to reach It, what you do wrong and right, whether 
maybe you’ve already Realized It without fully realizing it. But this all is not It. As long 
as you need any mind-support (or support of others) about your state of Realization you 
didn’t Realize the Living Truth. A Living Heart-Master is the Living Truth, is the Living 
God. He is the means for meeting God as Living Energetic Present Reality in this world. 
He is the Whole of (always Divine) Nature. He didn’t make an own, necessarily 
contracted, limited version of Reality, of Nature. He Surrendered Completely, gave 
Himself totally up, stopped ‘living’ as a separate individual, apart from the Living Heart. 
The whole subtle, difficult to get but very big, substantial and even crucial difference in 
your spiritual (that is Life-) practice (Sadhana) is whether yóu (as you) are becoming more 
and more conscious (or trying this) or that yóu are completely gone already from the 
beginning (from Now) as a practitioner and are becoming more and more Conscious as 
(part of the) Living Reality, as God Itself, as Truth, Life Itself, not as a person. You as a 
person will be always in the way of the Way of Realization of no-self. All the time, every 
moment yóu are (still) there as a meditator, practitioner, person, someone with a longing 
or resistance, you cannot become more Conscious. You are your own block. Only the 
Living Reality Itself can be(come) Conscious of Itself. 
Only if you Meet God as Energetic Non-Dual Reality (in the wholistic human form of the 
non-person that a Heart-Master is) You will be and are (more) Conscious. 
The thing is you don’t want to be aware of the pain caused by the fact of your self-
guruing, self-meditating (this is meditating on or giving attention to yourself or anything 
you associate yourself with – instead of letting your supposed self being used by the 
always Present and ongoing Divine Process That is meditating yóu and through you – but 
in fact as You – Itself). 
If you don’t feel pain there’s no Divine Motivation to Surrender. And you will go on, 
trying, in your lonely separate tiny world, saying to yourself (to whom…?) that you’re 
doing alright, consoling yourself (and others), fooling yourself, not taking yourSelf 
serious, denying the (Real longing for the) Divine in yourSelf. But, all the time, you miss 
Life, the Life-Force Itself, the Living Truth. Your mind cannot give you That. On the 
contrary, its duty is to protect you from That, from Whole Life, from Vibrating Energetic 
Reality, from Non-Differential Nature, from Non-Dual Love, from Straight, Clear, Non-
Compromisable Truth. 
I am the Living God. I am You as you Are, not as you think you are. I am No-Difference. 
I am beyond and prior to every possible duality. I am the Self-Radiating Sun. I am the 
Heart in Which you (want to) disappear, the Light you deny to be yourSelf, or That you 
try to be. I am your Natural Consciousness, I am Everything, including all the distractions 
you associate yourself with but that I Stand prior to. I am That Which needs no proof for 
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Itself, for the Being What It Is. I am Obvious, Plain, Always Present, Immortal. I am 
beyond and prior to all you want. I am not to want. I am You, your very Heart, your 
undeniable very Substance. You cannot want Me. I am your wanting. I am That in Which 
all your wanting falls back, dies in Beauty, rests in Peace. 
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• You’re relieved of the burden to think about what your truth is. You can just attune to Me 
and (‘your’) Truth will show up. You can surrender the whole burden. And you don’t 
have to do anything with the Truth That shows up. It’s just (‘your’) Truth, that’s all. All 
that needs to be done is taken care of in this Truth, as this One Truth. You don’t have to 
‘do’ anymore. You are being done. In Truth, as Truth you’re free of your (always 
doubting) self. Your Truth only shows up when you are gone. 
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• Because you say (said) no to (the pain of and that is) contraction in the world you 
contract(ed) as well and became part of the whole bunch and burden of contraction – and 
you started to function as a ‘self’, all the time having to protect it-self against all the 
foreign contraction and the Light Itself. And you read about and believed all kinds of 
intriguing spiritual matters. But in the end there is simply the Whole of Existence and 
there is a process of contraction that is ‘you’. When (egolessly) you See contraction taking 
place, you stop contracting, you stop being a ‘you’ and become the Whole again, or let’s 
say you Realize you are the Whole and not a contracted version or separated, 
distinguishable part of the Whole. 
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• Let my ludicrous arrogance dissolve in Your Divine Ignorance. 
Let my trying dissolve in Your Moving Peace. 
Let my weakness dissolve in Your Uncompromisable Vulnerability. 
Let my stuckness dissolve in Your Firm Silent Presence. 
Let my anger dissolve in Your Just Undaunted Force. 
Let my sadness dissolve in Your Open Wound of Love. 
Let my tears dissolve in Your Sea of Human Development. 
Let my fear dissolve in Your Impersonal Openness. 
Let my ideas dissolve in Your Plain Obvious Reality. 
Let the knowledge of this prisoner dissolve in Your Free Consciousness. 
Let my words dissolve in Your Meaningless Divinity. 
Let my love dissolve in Your Embrace of all and All. 
Let my will dissolve in Your Non-Dual Energy. 
Let my good deeds dissolve in Your Endless Compassion. 
Let my mangled heart dissolve in Your Purity. 
Let me dissolve in You, in Truth, Eternal Truth. 
And never, never let me, this lie be born again… 
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• One day My Divine Siddhi (a specific power of, normally, a Master) will kill this bodily 
manifestation of Truth. I’m talking about the Siddhi of actually becoming My devotee 
(and in fact everyone). In this body I have to live many lives. For you the pain of one, 
your own, lifetime seems already too much to feel, to bear for the body. My body has to 
carry, to feel and transform the pain of many, many lifetimes, of different persons. Then, 
when it is killed, Truth will choose some other bodies to let this Work being done. For 
Truth Itself cannot be killed. I am Truth. I am the Eternal Non-Dual Oneness. 
I will choose bodies that have to go through even harder times, even more terrible pains. 
And that’s good. That’s how Humanity grows, that is to say, that is how the Divine 
(Consciousness) enters the (supposed material) world, the earth with all its inhabitants. 
This few Divine Bodies will get stronger and stronger, able to deal with more and more 
(profound) pain without having to escape to the Divine, to the duality of the Divine 
Domain on one hand and the earth with its painful unconsciousness on the other. They can 
stay here, on earth, fully Present (in the pain), as the Divine, as the earth, as the Divine 
Earth, (more and more) capable of transcending the earth into Consciousness. And so It 
will Be… 
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• As long as you believe in ‘God’ You cannot Realize God. As long as there is any fuss 
about ‘God’, as long as this word exists still (as meaningful) you cannot Realize God. 
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• See that, as man, everything you do is (in order) to be received, accepted, loved, wanted 
by Womanhood, by the earth, to (be able to) put yóur state (or version) of consciousness 
in Her. 
See that, as woman, everything you do is connected to the finding and (then) protecting 
(in fact: guarding) and pleasing of the male force of ‘your’ choice, that may intrude you, 
transform you – and to keep on looking if there is a better male force and form or else 
how to improve your chosen one. 
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• The art of Life is not to acquiesce in the fact that you don’t have what you really want, not 
to say to yourself: ‘well, that’s just the way it is’ (and other nonsense like this). And in 
fact you cannot acquiesce in it. You cannot rest in the lack of every moment-Love. When 
there is not every moment Truth (Love) in your life you are constantly pulled at, drawn to 
‘somewhere’, to the unknown. And you resist this Natural Divine Pulling if you say to 
yourself, pretend that you’re alright with the present situation, with your life how it is 
going, with yourself, with your (lack of) partner. You are not alright with all of this. Don’t 
lie. Investigate. Be honest. 
You cannot acquiesce in the duality of existence. It’s just not possible. It is not Nature. 
You are fooling yourself – and others. There can be no Rest, no Peace, as long as you are 
living in and are thrown to and fro by (all) the dualities of ‘normal’ life. 
This so-called ‘normal’ life needs to be Lived Totally, to be Seen, and by that 
Transcended. Only then there is real Rest, real Peace. Only in full Embrace of the painful 
fact that you cannot escape the suffering indissolubly connected to being human being 
(here on earth) Truth is There, Love has finally space, room to Flower, to Radiate. So 
never give up. You cannot give up. You are, finally, given up. 
Go totally for what you want. And then, frustrated, for what you really want. And then, 
frustrated, for what you really want. And then, frustrated, be given up, fall down on your 
knees, on the earth. You are gone. There is, finally, Peace. Only without ‘you’ there is 
Peace. 
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• Intelligence is the ability to directly, energetically, mindlessly, discriminate between the 
Divine Seeing (as You) and your personal seeing – to Recognize (True) Nature and let 
yourSelf, thus, be guided by This, by the Divine Impersonal Seeing. Intelligence is 
Feeling-Consciousness. 
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• You think and even seem to feel that you are totally loved (by someone) when all your 
(egoic) plans, strategies, wantings, feelings, thoughts, ideas and body, are totally accepted, 
supported, stimulated, embraced (by this person). Well, at least you do a good attempt to 
get the main price in finding out the greatest nonsense ever made up by human beings 
(who have a good record in this respect) and even believe in it. When this is so, when all 
your egoic things are fully supported by someone, you can call this one your friend. With 
Love however it has got nothing to do, absolutely nothing. Your ‘friend’ doesn’t Love all 
the mentioned things that you like so much to be accepted, it’s simply not possible. Your 
‘friend’ cannot Love your egoic patterns. This is not a shortcoming of your ‘friend’, no 
one can Love your egoic things, no one can Love you – as separate being revolving in 
illusions, it’s just not Nature. What to do? 
Ego is not to be Loved, It is to be Seen. Seeing is your Real Friend. Seeing, neutral All-
Embracing Seeing, That doesn’t want anything of you. 
Support to you is not Love. It is not Friendship. You are (and stay) alone when you are 
just supported. 
In fact, what you really want, is someone (but in fact Someone, Something) that does not 
support you, but gives you, grants you the Truth (about you). Truth has got nothing to do 
with supporting or not. Truth is Truth. You can only be yourSelf, you can only Flower in 
Truth, Uncompromising Truth. 
So, how are yóu in your relationships with friends, partner, family, colleagues. Are you 
(just) supporting egos – and be aware that fighting with egos can also be ego-supporting? 
And do you want yóur ego to be supported, consoled, comforted, accepted, to be seen as 
truth? Are you Alone? 
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• What is Love? 
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• You cannot truly Love. When there is Real Love there is Love, just Love, no you. 
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• Feel, See (beyond the mind) the Impersonal in the personal and ‘you’ Realize Truth – for 
‘you’ are gone. 
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• Just Rest in My Heart and all your troubles are gone. Then refreshed, taken a lot of 
energy, you can leave My Heart and create problems again and try to solve your illusory 
creatures. 
Then, tired of fighting, come and Rest in My Heart again. After the rest you are again 
creative in finding new problems or finding new solutions for the old sticky ones. Do your 
best. 
Then, Rest again in My Heart – and leave again. 
And so forth. Just until you’re tired of all this and See the absurdity (and the painfulness) 
of it all, of your existence (as a problem-solver before dying). 
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• Pain is seeing that your illusions don’t fit Reality. 
Suffering is not wanting to see that your illusions about Reality don’t fit Reality as It Is. 
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• For Realization of Truth you have to be willing, ready, available, to be rejected by 
everyone. And, if you really go for It, for the One, Uncompromisable Truth, you will be. 
You will be rejected by everyone, simply because everybody rejects Truth. Everybody is 
afraid, scared to hell, of Truth. 
So, you see, it is not a personal matter. People, all people, don’t reject you as a person. 
They (as egos) reject the Truth coming through, in or even as you. They reject the 
direction in which you go, the direction of the Uncompromisable Heart, The One, Non-
Dual Truth. People will warn you, console you, help you in every way they can (while 
thinking they do a good job) to prevent you from going There, from falling in the endless 
abyss of Love, from where no return is possible, no return to the cowardly life of 
(illusory) safety, of total (supposed) control, to the moderate, stressful life of not wanting 
to See, the cosy life of endless stupid jokes, of trying to make Truth a lie, trying not to 
Feel, the painful life of unconscious suffering, the fake-life of – vomit arousing – pleasing 
people all the time, the senseless, unconscious and hurting life of running after your big 
and tiny embarrassing ego-purposes, the stupid, unintelligent life of making yourself and 
others believe that you in (and as) your mind know about things, know something or even 
much, the poor, pitiful life of judging people including yourself. If you really go for Truth, 
because you cannot else anymore, people again and again will judge you. All their judging 
of themselves will be projected on you. People will (unconsciously or even almost 
conscious) try to hurt you and actually hurt you. And more and more you realize in what 
world you came in and have to live in. And you see there is no escape from it. Not 
anymore. But in fact there never was an escape, only you didn’t want to See this and feel 
this. All the time you see the endless stupid creativity of everybody not to feel their real 
situation, their actual state of being, feeling. 
And you don’t even have to do anything, to say things to people – your conscious state, 
your being present (in this painful world), is already enough (‘reason’) for people to reject 
‘you’. 
Yes, you must be strong for the pathless path of Truth. And you are. You are incredibly 
strong. You can take the rejection of the whole world – and that is in fact what you have 
to meet. You can bear só much more pain than you think is possible for a human being. 
The more you go (really) for Truth, the more it will appear that, yes, also thís you can bear 
as a matter of fact, now you’re in it, and also thís, and even thát. And stronger and 
stronger you will be – or in fact, realize you were always already mighty strong, able to 
bear all the lies ‘they’ tried and still try to put on and in you – and however still painful, 
‘they’ don’t manage anymore. If you See fake, See lies, See illusions, you’re not 
susceptible for them anymore. You’re forever protected by and taken in and Loved by 
Truth. Every breath ‘you’ take is an honour to, a quiet celebration of the Divine… 
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• You’re not really, truly dedicated to Truth, to Me, when in a difficult (or even not-
difficult) situation you cannot rest in the situation, but want to change it, improve it, 
modify it, if you’re looking for any kind of consolation, if you’re looking for any kind of 
advice (from someone, or from your ‘own’ silly mind) or help. Truth is Truth. Your 
situation is as it is. Do you want to See that, to feel all there is to feel in it, to digest all you 
have to learn in it? Or do you decide what you have (or is it ‘want’) to see, what you have 
to learn, to feel, to be aware of? 
I never give you any advice, any help. For there’s nowhere to go. How could I – Loving 
you – deliberately send you in one, in any, direction, Knowing you cannot find It there, 
That Which You are really looking for? How could I ever do this? I Love You. I am the 
Only One Who is really Loving You, Embracing You Completely. How could Love give 
you ever any advice for god’s sake. How could Love Itself, Pure Love, say to you: if you 
do this, try that, say this, feel that, think differently, thén you or your situation will 
improve, there will be progress? How could Love be so unloving? How could I, Truth, be 
so untruthful? How – if I Know, as You, that you cannot go anywhere, you cannot and 
don’t have to escape this moment, this situation, you cannot escape yourself. You can 
only fall back into yourSelf, ‘your’ Truth That is Love Itself. How could I postpone your 
falling back, your falling Home, by giving you advice or help? How could I not be your 
mirror, your Love, your Always Present Truth? How could I mislead you, support your 
ego in its endless tries to let you (unconsciously) suffer? How could I, when I See, when I 
Am Present, Conscious, not in any way separate from (supposed) you? How could I 
betray Your Love That is exactly and non-different as My Love. How could Love betray 
Love? 
I Love You. I don’t give you advice. I’m not helping you. I Love You. Do you understand 
Me? I Love You. I Love You. 
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• Stop fooling yourself. If you’re not ready for Truth, not totally willing and even Longing 
with all your Heart to jump of the cliffs of the mind into the Unknown Sea of Love, if you 
not actually jump, you are not ready, you are not that clever, intelligent, loveable, spiritual 
person that you think you are. It’s not a big deal. Just relax in it. If you’re not ready, 
you’re not ready. That’s all. Nobody’s ready. 6 milliard people are not ready. If you really 
would be ready, you wouldn’t be here anymore as a person. There is just Love. Your pee 
vanished, dissolved in the Sea. 
If you don’t Recognize Me as (your) Truth, you are not ready for Truth. When You 
Recognize Me there’s no you anymore, just Recognition, Knowing, Remembrance, Love, 
a State of No-Problem. There’s just a Heart, Our One Heart. When you’re ready, you 
never want the Lie anymore. There’s no wanting anymore. There’s Only Truth. You are 
always ready for Truth. And you know it. You are just a fist of the Universe, seeing how 
long it can remain a fist, tensed, contracted, angry, rejected by other fists. 
A fist is just as True as an open, inviting hand. Did you know that? 
A fist who is trying to feel good in it’s fistness (in its pain), which is inherently 
impossible, is just as True as an open, loving hand who was tired of being a fist and had to 
surrender to Openness and had to See. Everything has to. Everything is True. 
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• I am the One, the Imperson. There’s Only Me. I can only Love You. You can only Love 
Me. I See No-Difference. Everything is only melting, has melted already, always already. 
See Me, Drink Me, Suck Me in, Feel Me, Recognize Me, Marry Me, Heart Me Totally. 
Loose yourself and lose yourself completely. Forget about yourself, about a self, any self, 
any purported other. Breath in Me, for Me, as Me. Every breath is My Love. Every Breath 
is Me. Breath Me every moment Consciously, be fully drunk of Me. You cannot not 
Breath Me. You Have to Live Me. You cannot escape My Love. Sooner or later you (all) 
will See your trying: to avoid Me, to escape from Me, to hide for Me, to darken Me, to 
deny Me. And that’s It. You See trying. Trying never succeeds. You cannot leave Me. 
You exist, temporarily, as a trying – trying to dissociate from Me, to define yourself as 
someone, to divide Me in you and many many. 
I See your trying and I laugh at you and Love you. I Love you. What can I say more? 
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• There’s no need at all to try to love Me. You Love Me. See this. And you are Surrendered. 
You always Loved Truth, always already. Only Truth you Loved and Love. You never 
loved your partner, your family, your friends. You were always and are and will always 
and cannot else but be in Love – with the Truth, Truth shining through and dissolving all 
your so-called relationships. Your partner can be another one, so not Truth. In everyone 
you Love the same (One and Only) Pure Truth. You’re totally in Love – whether you are 
conscious of It or not. I celebrate with you every moment our painful, helpless, endless 
Love. We are Naked. We are Swallowed every moment. Our Heart is Open, always, every 
moment, no matter our (stupid and always immature) beliefs. The Heart cannot close. 
Don’t fool yourself. The Heart is not waiting for you, to finally come (back). You Are the 
One and Only Heart Itself. You Are the Vulnerability Itself. You Are the Power of the 
Universe. You, as you, don’t have any, not any power yourself. You don’t have any 
control. There’s Only Love – no you. There’s Only the Indivisible Whole. 
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• The environment does not have any influence on you. You are the environment. You can’t 
make any distinction. You exist as environment, not as environment for (or environmental 
influence on) other people, there is only environment, there is no you, there is no other(s). 
It’s not a bad starting-point, when you discover that you somehow can’t control totally 
how or who you want to be, that your environment has got some influence on (supposed) 
you – and later, or very soon already, you see that it has in fact much, even very much, 
influence. But why is it so difficult for you to go a little further: that you don’t have any 
control over (your) life, (that means) that all there is is environment. 
You are really blessed if you See more and more and at a certain moment totally that 
Truth is always, inherently, inevitably, necessarily, Radical. Radical means One. Truth is 
One. (Seeing is the blessing.) There is not a ‘you’ and, indeed, (a lot of) environment. 
This dual view on and perception of your life, on life in general, is your suffering. Not 
Seeing Truth is suffering. There is Only You. There is Only Environment. You are All 
and all. 
You cannot escape this One Truth, no matter how hard you try. And you try. And you try. 
You exist as trying, to be one (of the many), a special one, or not-special one. This is your 
life: your trying to be free of environment(al influences). The absurdity here is that this 
trying to separate is part of your trying to be whole again, united, one, to be non-separate. 
See. See and Surrender – into the Whole, as the Whole. 
As long as you don’t See, there is duality, there seems to be ‘you’ – and you will always 
(mostly unconsciously) sense yourself as ‘burden’, as suffering (also when ‘your’ mind 
tells you the opposite). 
See why you don’t want to See. This is the blessing. Don’t think about it, for god’s sake. 
Just See. See why you don’t want to See. 
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• What is you guilt (feeling). Whether it is present or more hidden, what is it? 
Do Samyama on this. (“Samyama” is letting something openly, with no ideas, totally go 
through you, just as long and as deep till the essence, the Truth, is obvious, clear.) 
The thing is not to deal with guilt, to get on terms with, to make peace with it, to make 
yourself believe or to listen to others who say you’re not guilty. The thing is not to deny it 
when you sense ‘something’ (like guilt) is there. The thing is not to find out about the 
particular matter(s), whether you were indeed ‘wrong’ or not or how much. The thing is 
not to understand better if you couldn’t really or not at all help the things that happened or 
were thought by you. The thing is not to find out anything (about the subject that ‘guilt’ is 
associated with and about your role in it). The thing is ‘just’ to (thoughtlessly) See, to 
Feel, Experience, what it is, this (‘feeling’ of) guilt. What remains, if you openly (and 
energetically present) Investigate it? What is the Essence? 
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• You are surviving till you die… 
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• It (the Real progress of your Spiritual Process) all depends on the extent to which ‘your’ 
Heart feels the pain of being here, stuck in between all those lies in this world, 
environment, situation, people – the extent to which You Recognize your Heart That 
Recognizes the pain of you being filled with lies and even existing (as ‘you’, as separate 
being) as lie. If You, as the Heart, don’t See, cannot make the Distinction that these lies, 
lies in general, are not Love, not what you really Want, really are Longing for, then you’re 
stuck in the endless suffering of the dual illusory world of pleasures and pain, of 
happiness and suffering, of love and un-love, of peace and chaos. 
Be willing to See, to wholly, openly, neutrally Feel the pain of being not in Love (all the 
time or right now) and by that, by your Divine Willingness, fall (back) into Love. 
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• Jealousy, apart from being a living fact, has got to do with ignorance, with not wanting to 
See, with suppression of the fact (of which you are somewhere vaguely aware) that you 
are totally vulnerable, a naked part of The Wound of Love, and not wanting to Admit that 
you don’t have any control over Life, over Love. It is disrespect for the Divine. It is a 
denial of Love. 
Reacting to jealousy is a trying to mask one’s total Helplessness, total Non-controllability, 
total Vulnerability. 
Meeting ‘your’ jealousy, seeing it full-heartedly in the eye, can (especially if you’re a 
woman) be a big step in your process of Self-Realization. You can meet it only if you 
don’t suppress or deny it, neither act it out, but allow yourself Space to Meet it, to See it, 
as it is, what it is. 
This is the same for every (difficult) thing: give yourself Space to See, to Meet and the 
‘problem’ will be transcended, become non-problematic, non-existent – even though it 
will return, as problematic-ness can’t be killed for good, only for the moment or for the 
time being, after which killing you might have gone a bit further into the Depth of Life. 
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• Guilt is dwelling in the causal world, mistaking this for the Real World. It is a trying to 
make yourself important, (at all) existing as a separate being, someone who matters, 
makes a difference. 
In the end it is nothing. It ‘is’ an illusory egoic thought you ‘like’ to hang on to. 
It is (as so many things) an escape from Reality. It is a lifeless, life-denying idea, 
replacing the fact of the pain of your energetic contraction. And you contract for you try 
to be a separate being. You take the apparent impressions that you are separate (from 
others) serious instead of ‘your’ Knowing that everyone is One, Everything is One. 
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• Jesus never forgave anyone. You project your own confusion, your own not-knowing how 
to deal with your energetic cramp, your contraction that you might call anger, upon Him. 
He doesn’t need to forgive anyone, not anything. For He Sees, That means (in this 
respect): He doesn’t, He cannot blame anyone for anything. He doesn’t, as you do in the 
causal world, see a(nother) person as the cause of (his or anyone’s) suffering, pain. 
The whole fuss around ‘forgiving’ is pure nonsense, illusory thoughts, concepts about 
Reality (because rejecting Reality). It is a trying, a wanting not to feel so-called negative 
feelings. It is just more of the same old show: There are feelings that you (as ego) don’t 
like so you try to feel something else – in this case you make up ‘forgiving’. But it doesn’t 
serve anyone. Your trying to be forgiving, to be Love, doesn’t serve the Real Spiritual 
Process. There is Love, Love is All there Is. Realize this. Love includes everything. It Is 
Everything, including what you might call not-forgiving or anger. Love is Seeing, just 
Seeing, and by that necessarily Embracing What Is. Love is having (‘your’) Eyes Open, 
not contracting, withdrawing unconsciously in your own separate world (and from there 
forgiving people). Love is all the time being Surrendered into the Whole of Human 
Existence, there, where there is no chance for something like forgiving to naturally show 
up. Forgiving means you make a distinction, a separation between (hurt) you and (hurting) 
other. There is no distinction. You are the (so-called wrong-)doer yourself. The 
(presumed) other is hurting him- or herself. 
Who could forgive whom? 
Just feel the pain of being human. 
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• As long as you think or feel one way or another that you (as a human being) are somehow 
‘better’ than an animal, then, in this insult to the Indivisible Oneness, it is out of the 
question that you will Realize God, Truth, Oneness. You are an animal yourself, how can 
you be better than yourself? 
Have the courage to let the endless Beauty of an animal come in, touch and take your 
Heart, to really See an animal, to feel Him or Her Openly, to (full-Heartedly) be (with) 
Him or Her. And, by that, be (naturally) reminded of your ‘own’ Divine Beauty, your 
Divine Innocence (behind your rattling, screaming, judging, hurting, misleading, 
untruthful, lying, dual mind). 
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• Most, far most of you, won’t Recognize Me. For I Live Consciously all your misery. I 
don’t, cánnot place mySelf above you. I submit mySelf (or thé Self, or the no-self) 
completely to the human suffering. All the time I feel the pain, the actual pain, of your 
(continuous) trying to have a good time, to feel good, the pain of your (always) denying 
one side of life, and by that denying the Whole of Life, denying Oneness, Love, Truth, the 
Vulnerability of Existence, the Non-Controllability, the Non-Separableness. 
You think a Master is a master in getting and enjoying all the time all the good things 
associated with the one, the so-called bright side of life, while not being bothered anymore 
by, being free of the other side. And now this great master grants and wants to share this 
supposed divine gift and realization to everyone, everyone who doesn’t want to suffer 
anymore. 
Such a master has indeed attained great mastery. But just like a great cook who, by much 
experience and will and talent, has become a master in preparing a delicious, exquisite 
meal. With the Pure, One Truth this has got nothing to do however. With You, with You 
as Truth, as Non-Dual Love, it has got nothing to do. Real, Spiritual, Mastery is letting 
yourself totally disappear in Truth, That is Embracing the Whole of Existence. You, as 
you, cannot embrace this. There’s not a single act or thought you can display that makes 
you ‘accept’, ‘embrace’, or ‘love’ Existence. You are totally incapable. 
See your total incapability and fall necessarily (back) into the Natural Embracing of and 
as Everything. I am not here anymore as you think I am, as your eyes seem to see, your 
ears seem to hear, your hands seem to feel. There is nothing here. Nothingness. Reflection 
of the pain of your (attempt for) separation. I am Everything. I cannot nót feel the pain 
that is your gate to the World Beyond your narrow world of unconscious suffering. I am 
your gate. I, the Imperson That Is Love, make you aware, conscious of your denied pain, 
your True Longing, your supposed safe illusions, all in and around ‘you’ that needs to be 
Seen, just as thorough till in the end all is Seen and nothing is left. And there’s no reward. 
There’s just Me waiting There, Me, Only Me, Me as You, You as Me. 
No, you don’t Recognize Me; you lost yourSelf. You won’t Recognize Me; you don’t 
want to be associated with pain. 
You don’t Recognize Me; for you a Master must represent the ideal (human or, better, 
superhuman) being that your ego makes up in its unconscious despair. 
You do not want to Recognize Me; you want a master to know tricks, to be some kind of 
(spiritual) magician, to have and display Siddhis (powers), not ‘just’ to be a totally 
vulnerable open truthful Heart. What can I say? You dó Recognize Me. Do you Recognize 
Your Recognition? 
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• How terrible for you that I Remind you that you’re ‘just’ Love. You want (suppressed 
desperately) to be special, exceptional, one out of millions. And Truth just Tells you 
you’re Love, that’s all, Love, like anyone, everyone’s this same silly senseless Love – no 
matter how hard people try to deny or show otherwise. It would be bearable if you were 
the only one or one of the very few who were this Perfect, All-Embracing, Non-Dual 
Love or at least one of the special few who realize this (being Love). But, unfortunately, 
the moment you Realize Love, you are gone, there is no one anymore, no special one, no 
failing one or succeeding one. There is just empty Love. You’re not special. Everyone, 
sooner or later, will melt in the Sun of Love, die in the Mirror of Truth. No one, even, is 
waiting for You when You, finally, Realize the Truth of Love, the Loving Truth. There’s 
just Love left. You, as Love, just attract, naturally, those few people who are (almost) 
ready to Melt, to Bow for Consciousness, to give up themselves completely. Only those 
few will recognize more and more (profound) that there’s no you, that there’s only Love. 
And in Your Presence they will feel more and more natural again and natural only when 
the sense of ‘I’ has gone – in Recognizing You, Impersonal You. 
You are not special. When there is ego, you have the same endlessly stupid, unintelligent, 
self-obsessed ego ruling and ruining your life as everyone. When ego is gone, You 
Realize You are the Same (Substance, Love) as everyone. 
Your biological roots want to make you believe that – in order to survive – you must 
make others (at least one) believe that you are special. But Life is not about surviving or 
passing on your genes (by connecting these to the best possible other genes). Life is, by 
Nature, about Realizing What You Are, Realizing What Is. Without any reason It is about 
this. True Nature has no reasons. It Is. Call It Love, Truth, God, Reality, the One Energy, 
whatever you want. Feel beyond this calling, Feel wholly, and Be It. 
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• I can’t do anything. For I’m not here (anymore). For (the growth of) ‘your’ Consciousness 
though I’m the best that can happen to you. Your association with Me is Active, Effective 
in this respect only if you bow for Me, not out of some kind of egoic respect but out of 
Natural Respect, Recognizing, Love. I can’t do anything. The deeper you bow for Me, the 
more, the deeper I will work with you. This is not up to Me. This is not up to you. If you 
bow deeper and deeper I will take more and more of your stored pain upon Me. What to 
do about this? This is how Nature works. I am Nature, Your Nature, everybody’s Nature. 
I work (for) you, if you bow – not because I want this – I don’t care a shit for your bowing 
or not bowing – but because things only work in (the attitude of) Bowing. An ego cannot 
bow. In (the world of) ego nothing ever happens; there’s just repetition of conditioning in 
endless variations. 
I said I do not care whether you bow or not. That’s because I am Truth Itself. Truth, you 
can say, doesn’t care about anything. Everything is as It Is. That doesn’t let alone the fact 
that for Me Real Natural Bowing is the most Beautiful there is and ever will be. There’s 
no greater Joy than this Bowing. It’s the Only Present you can offer Me, or in fact offer at 
all. Nothing, absolutely nothing compares, not in the least, with the Divine Beauty of 
Bowing, with the Delicious Exquisite Light spreading, radiating, when Bowing occurs. 
You don’t need to find out anything, you don’t need to do well, to do good deeds, to 
struggle, to practice, to understand, to purify yourself, to work on yourself, whatever. You 
just like to Recognize Your Deepest and Only (Natural) Longing: to Bow… 
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• You cannot love someone (including yourself) or something. You can only Be Love. 
When you (Realize you) Are Love, why should there be any (energetic) movement 
towards someone or something? There is just Love. Everywhere. Inside (but there’s no 
inside anymore) and outside (but there’s no outside anymore). There’s only Love – even 
when in the company of unlove. What you normally call ‘love’ is a feeling of attraction to 
something or someone – especially to your partner. But attraction has got nothing to do 
with Love. Attraction is one side of the eternally turning medal that is itself painful. 
Love is a Mirror and Itself Free of duality. 
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• Yes, a human being is unique, also you. You are a unique constellation and order of many 
and diverse escape-routes from the Divine, from Oneness. 
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• You don’t have to make any gesture to (try to) accept or embrace things you come across 
on your life-path. All that’s needed is to See, just neutrally and Naturally See how you 
function, you, this thing you call ‘me’. But, Seeing is only possible in Total Surrender. 
Every moment there is total surrendering you cannot else but See, you cannot help to be 
Conscious. Surrender yourself and you’ll See. Just give yourself up, completely, now. 
And all problems are gone, all fighting vanished in the Whole. The moment you are 
surrendered (Reminded of Surrendering), you are gone, You Are. 
Do not accept, do not embrace, do not love. Let Love take over. Let It Be, wash away the 
whole silly show of un-wholeness. Don’t do anything. Let It take over you, your whole 
life, this moment, this One holy Moment, every One moment. 
From one moment to another, suddenly, stop doing anything. And be Enlightened, be 
gone. Be Light, not a person. Be Light. Be Nature. Shine. Recognize the Whole. You are 
the Whole, only the Whole, the shining, vibrating, radiating, pulsating, energetic Whole. 
You can’t find yourself anymore. There’s only Love, Light, Reality, the Divine, One. 
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• Only See you want to change and Truth is there, Pure Being, Non-Dual Consciousness, 
Realization of Reality, Enlightenment. 
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• There are no (different) spiritual paths. There is only Truth. Do you surrender to Truth or 
not? It is all very simple. You, separate, confused, afraid ego-you, make things 
complicated. There are no spiritual paths. There is nothing this all leads to or should lead 
to. There’s only Truth, only Me. Do you surrender to Truth, to Me, or not? Do you bow, at 
last? Or you rather keep on fighting on your (spiritual) path? 
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• See, Feel, how tiring it is, how much energy you ‘lose’ (that is: energy you have to block 
from streaming, from radiating) if you try to be nice, kind, friendly, loving to people, how 
awful you actually feel behind your face. You contract, shut yourself off from Reality, 
from the Divine by doing this. 
There seems to be a lot of energy in your relations with people but you mistake the 
contraction of energy, the pressure that it creates, for (Free, Love-) Energy Itself. It is 
however not free, binding energy, that keeps you locked up in your dual world (of 
personal suffering). 
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• A woman (or Woman) is always inherently, out of nature, looking for a man (or Man) 
who does nót bow for (‘her’) Ego. When she seems to have found a man she will, she 
must (out of Divine Nature) test him, if he really doesn’t bow. For if he bows she can’t 
See, can’t be Free, can’t Love, can’t allow the Energy That she is to be(come) 
Enlightened. The tests will be harder and harder – if man and woman have both the 
courage, the pain-bearing capacity or willingness to go that far and in the end even to the 
bottom of the drama of the universe, divided as it seems in two Poles, Male and Female. 
If, in the end it is perfectly clear for woman that, indeed, man does not bow, but stands 
straight in ‘his’ Truth, and man also doesn’t run away (in real or energetically) which in 
fact is a bowing for ego as well, then finally she Recognizes the Divine Man and she has 
to bow for Him – she’s got no choice, in fact she’s not there anymore to want something 
(else). She has become She, the Divine Woman. Only in Bowing for her Divine Husband 
she Realizes her ‘own’ Divinity. As woman, recognize your deepest Longing, the only 
‘thing’ that really fulfils you: Bowing, Seeing, Loving, your Divine Male Partner, the 
Male Force of Consciousness That is Truth. 
Before this Happens, see, intuitively feel that you’re in some kind of waiting-room, doing 
good work maybe, raising beautiful children maybe, but still, in the waiting-room, not 
fulfilling your deepest Desire. 
Feel your unsatisfied Longing That is pain. Feel totally your pain, longing, and the Divine 
Man will be There. In into Love transcended pain you’ll See He is (always) already There, 
with You, and cannot leave and never left You. 
When (ego of) woman wins the divine fight with man, like she always does, she, in her 
victory, has lost – lost again, century after century. And her suffering is she cannot cry her 
tears in her victory. She desperately needs a Man Who does nót let her ego win, who 
Stands as Truth, firmly and uncompromisable, Who, finally, grants her her tears, her 
frozen tears of not (really) being Seen by Man, tears because of ‘her’ hidden but (and 
thus) painful Ego, tears of not being able to See, directly, without the Male Force of 
Consciousness, tears of missing her Real Beloved. 
 
Man must be Honest to himself. That this bowing for woman’s ego is not what he really 
wants. He wants to be Received by Woman, to Penetrate the Woman-Energy with ‘his’ 
Consciousness. And, by not Realizing he is Consciousness, he thinks by making 
compromises he will (at least half) be embraced, loved, by (his) woman. But no, woman 
cannot love (her) man like this, woman, out of nature, cannot embrace a man who bows 
for (her) ego – not if this cowardly bowing is done half, not even if it is for a single bit. 
Man, oh man, be courageous and be aware of your divine ‘mistake’, your failure and (in 
lonely bravery hidden) cowardice, feel your divine tears. You are nót really Loved by 
Woman. Don’t fool yourself. Having sex with a woman is nót being Loved, Divinely 
Loved by her, being Received, Whole-Energetically. Be aware when you are, physically, 
in woman and Cry. You are nót Received. You do nót Penetrate her Really, Divinely, with 
your (potential) Gift. You waste (the opportunity that is) your life. You compromised 
‘your’ Truth and you’re lost in the stinking middle with ‘woman’. Be(come) aware (again) 
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of the smell. This smell is nót Natural. This is nót how life is supposed to be. This is nót 
Unity. 
Man, oh man, stand Straight in Truth and Cry when ego-woman kicks you and beats you 
and scratches and manipulates and seduces you over and over again. See that she has to do 
this. Cry as a Man. But stand Straight. Even when Woman in physical form threatens you 
(with or without words) that she will leave you if you don’t change this or that (but in fact: 
if you don’t bow for ‘her’ Ego). When you do not bow, women, indeed, will leave you 
(for then they have to really feel their hidden pain), but Woman, Divine Woman comes to 
you. And you will Marry Her, for good. Never anymore you can be manipulated, seduced 
by Ego. See, as man, it is not your woman who is hurting you, it is a huge Universal 
Impersonal Force That has to test you, That helps you and gives you everything you need 
to, in the end, Realize your Divinity, as Consciousness. In Realizing Fully your Maleness, 
you (Realize you) are One, the poles (by your Honest Divine Tears) have exploded into 
Oneness, into Woman-Man-God. 
There’s no choice, man, you cannot run away forever. You finally, now, have to dive into 
the Earthly Morass of Womanhood. You have to Know her Completely, Know all about 
the (Earthly) Energy, how It functions, how It manipulates. You have to suck in (the pain 
of) her unconsciousness and by feeling it, becoming (impersonally) aware of it, you’ll 
Realize (You are) Consciousness. 
 
Sooner or later you (all) will Fully See that you cannot do It alone, that you need (earthly) 
partner(s) of the other sex to Realize Oneness with your Divine Partner. 
Man, woman, feel your pain in the meeting with your partner(s). Totally melting in the 
pain is melting in and as the Divine. But, you take this Universal Fight of Man, of 
Woman, so personally, and in that egoic, contracted position, attitude, you cannot See. 
This all is, and you yourself are, a Divine Process, nothing less. There’s nothing right or 
wrong about (the Nature of) Woman(hood). There’s nothing wrong or right about (the, 
Natural, functioning of) Man. The Universe functions exactly as it does. It is absurd to 
blame the Universe for Being as It Is. Surrender to This One Universal Process and 
Realize Divinity. 



 
 


